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U" S" PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY
INTERNT:IONAL INDIAN OCEAN EXPEDITION
Final Report ~ R/V ANTON BRUUN, Cruise 2
Cruise 2 of the R/V ANTON BRUUN took place in the western Indian
Ocean from May 22 to July 23, 1964, The following report presents the
station lists for plankton collections, bathythermograph positions, and
reduced oceanographic, chemical, and biological data for Cruise 20 The
cruise track is shown in Figure 1, and the itinerary with ports of call
is given in Table 10
A sumary of the types of scientific activities carried out during
the cruise, and a list of the techniques employed are given in Tables 2
and 3, respectively" In addition to the basic hydrographic and
biological programs and the researches of individual scientists, a
special program of long-line fishing was carried out in a cooperative
effort with the U 0 So Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Details regarding
the composition of the long-line catches and associated data are on file
at the Biological Laboratory; Bureau of Commercial Fisheries; D, So Fish
and Wildlife Service, Honolulu, Hawaii 0
A narrative report of Cruise 2, including a list of participants
and brief descriptions of their research interests and preliminary
results, was issued as New Bulletin Noo 3 of the Do So Program in Biology,
IIOE, dated January, 1964,
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Table 1.
May 22, 196,3





June 25 - July 2




Itinerary, Crui se 2, R/V ANTON BRUU
Departed Bombay, India.
Completed series of stations from 17° N. to
20° S. latitude along 70° E. longitude.
Arrived Port Louis, Mauritius (fuel and
provisions) .
Depar ted Por t Loui s .
Returned Port Louis (emergency call,
appendici tis case on board) 0
Departed Port Louis.
Completed series of stations from 22° S. to
37° S. la ti tude along 70° E. longi tude.
Completed series of stations from 30° S. to
4° N. latitude along 80° E. longitude.
Arrived Colombo, Ceylon (fuel and provisions) 0
Departed Colombo.






















!lO. 60. 70. 80.
Track Chart of the ANN BRUU, Cruise 2, May 22 - July 23, 1963
FIGUR i
Table 2. Summary of Acti vi ties, C ru i s e 2, R/V ANTON BRUU
Long Hydro Prim. P 1 a n k t ° n Tow s
Station Date Lat i tude Longi tude Line Cast Prod. 75M25 IOSN Be-3 M-O 75M3
106 5/23 17°37 IN 70°27 IE x x x x x x
106A 5/23 17°04 IN 70023'E x
107 5/24 15°40 IN 70°07 IE x x x x x x
107A 5/24 15°01 IN 70°09 IE x
108 5/25 13°50 IN 70°07 IE x x x x x x
108A 5/25 13°15 IN 70°03 IE x
109 5/26 11°59 IN 69°55 IE x x x x x x
109A 5/26 11°28 IN 69°56 IE x
110 5/27 09°46 IN 70°06 IE x x x x x x
110A 5/27 09°26 IN 69059 'E x
111 5/28 08°09 IN 70°02 IE x x x x x x
ll1A 5/28 07°08 IN 69°57 IE x
112 5/29 05°48 IN 70°03 IE x x x x x x
112A 5/29 040581N 70001'E x
113 5/30 03°33 IN 69°54 IE x x x x x x
113A 5/30 02°461N 69°54 IE x
114 5/31 01030lN 70°01 IE x x x x x x
114A 5/31 01°16 IN 70°20 IE x
115 6/1 01007'S 71 °00 IE x x x x x x
115A 6/1 OlolOIS 71008 IE x
116 6/2 02°23 iS 70024 'E x x x x x x
ll6A 6/2 02°571S 70°00 IE x
117 6/3 04 ° 2 2 i S 69°24 IE x x x x x
ll7A 6/3 05°54 i S 69°47 IE x
118 6/4 06°48 i S 70°07 IE x x x x
118A 6/4 06°37 iS 70°09 IE x
118B 6/5 06°45 IS 69041lE x
119 6/6 08°35 IS 69°55 IE x x x
ll9A 6/6 09°26 IS 70°03 IE x
120 6/7 110iOlS 70002 'E x x x x
l20A 6/7 12°04 IS 70°02 IE x
121 6/8 13°15 IS 69051lE x x x x x x
l21A 6/8 14 ° 14 i S 70°02 IE x
122 6/9 15025 's 69°58 IE x x x x x x
l22A 6/9 16°08 i S 70°02 IE x
123 6/10 L70181S 70°05 IE x x x x x x
l23A 6/10 18°121S 70°04 IE x
124 6/11 19°30 IS 69°51 IE x x x x x x
l24A 6/11 19°32 i S 68°46'E x
l24B 6/12 19030lS 63050 'E x
124C 6/13 19°27 IS 58°51'E x
l24D 6/14 190471S 57°28 IE
l24E 6/14 19°54 i S 57°36 IE
Table 2. (Page 2)
Long Hydro Prim. P 1 a n k t ° n Tow s
Station Date Latitude Longi tude Line Cast Prod. 75M25 IOSN Be-3 M-O 75M3
l24F 6/24 21021 IS 65°52 IE x
125 6/25 21040lS 67°06 IE x x x x x x
l25A 6/25 22°37' S 68°04 IE x
126 6/26 230471S 69°05 IE x x x x x x
l26A 6/26 25°011 S 69030lE x
127 6/27 26°34 IS 700121E x x x x x x
127A 6/27 27°23 IS 70°04 IE x
128 6/28 28°33 IS 69°58 IE x x x x x
l28A 6/28 29°111 S 69°57 IE x
129 6/29 30°34 IS 69°55 IE x x x x x x
129A 6/29 310281S 69°52 IE x
130 6/30 32°52 IS 69°52 IE x x x x x x
l30A 6/30 33°42' S 69°56 IE x
131 7/1 35°09 IS 69°59 IE x x x x x x
131A 7/1 350571S 70°04 IE x
132 7/2 37012IS 70010'E x x x x x x
l32A 7/2 36°52 IS 70039'E x
132B 7/3 35°17 IS 72°55 IE x
132C 7/3 34°0618 74°261E x
l32D 7/4 31°0818 78°28 IE x
133 7/5 30°11 IS 79°42 IE x x x x x x
l33A 7/5 29°24 IS 79°48 IE x
134 7/6 27°3118 80°08 IE x x x x x
l34A 7/6 26°17 IS 80°10 IE x
134B 7/7 2l0371S 79°55 IE x
135 7/8 20°02 IS 79°50 IE x x x x x x
135A 7/8 18°59 IS 79°53 IE x
136 7/9 L70141S 79°52 IE x x x
137 7/10 14°44 18 79°44 IE x x x x x
l37A 7/10 13°40 IS 79048 'E x
138 7/11 11°28 18 80°00' E x x x x
l38A 7/11 10°08' 8 790481E x
139 7/12 08°37' S 79°34 IE x x x x x
139A 7/12 07°24 'S 79°42 'E x
140 7/13 05°53 'S 79057'E x x x x x
140A 7/13 04 ° 41' S 80001'E x
141 7/14 03°13 'S 80°02 'E x x x x x x
l41A 7/14 02°03' S 80°08 'E x
142 7/15 00°33 'S 80°08 IE x x x x x x
l42A 7/15 00°23 'N 79°58 'E x
143 7/16 01°54 IN 79052'E x x x x x x
l43A 7/16 02051'N 79053'E x
144 7/17 04°18 IN 80°08 IE x x x x x x




Table 3. Methods and Techniques employed on Cruise 2
wi th references 0
1. Navigation: Celestial navigation and dead reckoning. Corrected
posi tions taken from smooth navigation plots.
2. Bottom depth: Precision Echo Sounder Recorder (Alpine Geophysical
Assoc.) . Note - Cpntinuous records taken throughout
Cruise 2 have bêen turned over to Dr. Bruce Heezen,
Lamont Geological Observatory,
3. Bathythermograph observations: Taken on arrival at each station
and at intervals of 1 hour or less between stations.
Records deposited wi th Nation al Oceanographic Data
Center, Washington, D. C.
4. Temperature and depth: Paired protected and unprotected deep-sea
reversing thermometers. Reliability of depth calcu-
lations shown on relative scale of 1 (high) - 3 (low).
5. Water samples
a) Chemistry: Tefldn-coated Nansen bottles (Balauf Mfgo Co.,
Washington, D.C.).
b) Productivity and pigments: Large volume, all-plastic (lucite)
water sampler designed by D.W. Menzel, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Insti tution, Woods Hole, Mass,
6. Salinity: Inductance-type salinometer (Auto lab Industries, Sydney,
Australia) ,
7. Dissolved oxygen: Winkler method, biniodate standard.
80 Phosphate: Murphy, J. and J.P. Riley, 1962. A modified single
solution method for the determination of phosphate in
natural waters. Anal. Chim, Acta 27: 31-36.




Ind. Engin. Chem. Anal.
10. Nitrate: Mullen, J,B, and J,P. Riley, 1955. The spectrophotometric
determination of nitrate in natural waters, wi th special
reference to sea water. Anal, Chim. Acta. 12: 464-480.
11. Mullen, J .B. and J.P. Riley. 1955. The colorimetric determination
of silicate with special reference to sea and natural
waters. Ibid. 12: 162-175.
12. Plankton pigments:
a) Richards, F,A. with T.G. Thompson. 1952. The estimation and
characterization of plankton populations by pigment
analysis. II. A spectrophotometric method for the
estimation of plankton pigments. J. Mar. Res. 11:
156-172 .
b) Creitz, G.I. and F.A. Richards. 1955.
III. A note on the use of "millipore" filters in the
estimation of plankton pigments. Ibid. 14: 211-216.
c) Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters used in place of millipore filters.
d) Data for chlorophyll~ only reported here. Optical densities of
acetone extracts A/C Richards wi th Thompson may be obtained
on request from J .R. Ryther, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Insti tution, Woods Hole, Mass.
13. Primary production:
a) C-14~tachnique, basically as in: Stee~ann Nielsen, E. 1952. The
use of radioactive carbon (C14) for measuring organic
production in the sea. J. Cons. Internat. Explor. Mer.
18: 117 -140.
b) Millipore HA type membrane filters used throughout. Filters rinsed
with 10 ml, 0.01 N HCl in 3% NaCl.
c) Simulated in situ measurements: Water samples collected from depths
of penetrationizf 100, 50, 25, 10, and 1% incident light.
Samples with C added incubated for 24 hours on deck in
water cooled lucite cylinders covered with neutral density
(wire mesh) filters to simulate in situ light intensities.
d) Artificially-illuminated measurements: Samples from same depths as
in (c) incubated for 4 hours at approximately 1000 foot
candles from fluorescent lamps.
e) Dark bottle C14 uptake subtracted from light bottle values for each
depth and for both sets of measurements (c and d).
14. Incident Radiation: . Eppley 50-junction pyrheliometer recorded on Leeds
and Northrup Speedomax recorder 0 Records mechanically
integrated with planimeter to give daily radiation. Radia-
tion data refer to 24 hour period of simulated in situ
productivi ty value (i. e. for 24 hours following ~rrival on
station) .
15. Biological sampling gear: See key immediately preceding station lists
for biological collections.
16. Plankton displacement volume: Taken only for Indian Ocean Standard
Net 200 m. vertical hauls 0 Volume measured on "squeeze-
dried" plankton by displacement in volumetric cylinder.
17. Meteorological observations: Taken by member of International Indian
Ocean Meteorology Programe. (Dr. Colin Ramage, Scientific
Director) .
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10SN STD. TOW 6.9
g C 1m 2/doySTATION NO. 106
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 21-V-63
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH ml.lm.2
02 P04-P N03- N N02-N SiO..Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C'4-1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. ¡.OA/1. fLOA/1. fLO/1. fLOC/lId. fLOC/l'd.
1 29.92 35.078 4.66 1 0.10 5.2 16.6
2~ - 1~. 176 h.89 9 0.20 0.7 n.6
Q) ?R..'.~ '..oii ~-'2 17 0_'11 II.? 21_6
7t) 27.00 36.349 4.88 29 0.09 0..9 10..6
100 25.76 36.349 4.10 58 0.09 0.2 2.8
12t) 23.92 36.174 2.54
ii; 21. i; 1r).916 1.03
200 16.87 35.742 0.34
299 13.75 3r).637 0.28
399 12.67 35.628 0.21
499 11.82 35.574 0.32
599 11.26 35.558 0.34
699 10.39 35.485 0.27
798 9.66 35.430 0.17
898 9.09 35.399 0.24
998 8"=19 1~. 12~ 0.h6
988 8.r)2 3r).3h3 0.3r)
117 7.04 35.177 0.65
1386 5.80 35.067 0.86
1686 li.l~ 1h.Q2Q 1_7~
1986 2.17 34.835 2.36
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 107 LAT. 1.5° 401 N PRIMARY PROD. .09 g C /m z/doy
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 700 071 E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 2.500 M RADIATION 383 g.e a i. Ie m.2day
DATE 24-V-63 TIME i:9 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 9..4 ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N SiO:,Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' t-i;A/i. t-gA/1. t-gA/i. t-gA/I. tLg/l. t-gC/l.d t-gC/l.d.
1 30..52 3.5 .3.58 4.83 u 0.3 0.03 2 2 1 0.08 3.5 3.1
2.5 30.09 3.5.322 4.84 0.01 0.3 0.03 2 5 10 0.07 0.7 3.1
i;0 27.88 36.089 5.00 0..11 0.2 0.01 2.5 20 0.08 1.t; '3.i;
74 2.5.18 36.264 2.71 0.79 7.7 0.09 6.0 33 0.10 2..3 3.8
99 22.46 3.5.98.5 1.01 1.4.5 16.0 u 9.4 66 0.34 u 0.1
124 20.44 3.5.810 0.39 1.80 18 ..5 0.05 16.3
149 18..52 3.5.6.52 0.30 2.07 18.2 1.35 ?1 'l
198 1.5.89 35.599 0.34 2.08 16.7 2.52 25.2
298 13.53 3.5 ..58.5 0.27 2.31 18.7 1.88 34.3
397 12.17 35.511 0.22 2.34 22.0 0.04 16.0
496 11.49 3.5.483 0.16 2. .54 22.4 0.06 43.9
595 11.03 35.487 0.18 2.42 20.6 0.03 46.6
694 10.38 3.5 .449 0.17 2.49 25.2 0.03 49.7
794 9.71 3.5.42.5 0.21 2..58 21.2 0.02 56.9
893 9.02 35.372 0.18 2.69 26.2 0.05 55.8
992 8..26 35.294 0.28 2..8 33.4 0.02 69.5
994 8.26 35.29.5 0.46 - -- - --
1194 6.96 35.179 0.58 2.17 - 0.02 84 2
119li i;.66 3i; .065 0.84 2.9i; 31.7 002 104.9
1694 3.86 35.902 1.76 2.81 26.9 0.02 122.4
1994 2.90 34.825 2.35 2.70 30.2 0.02 134 3
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. 130 50' N






VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 25-V-63




ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 9..1
g C /m 2/doy
ml. /m.2
O2 PO,! - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' fL9A/1. fLÇJA/1' fLÇJA/1' fL9A/1. fL9/1. fL9C/l/d fL9C/I'/d.
1 30..37 34.774 5.11 0..09 0.1 u 2.0 1 0..01 1.i 2.':
2~ 29..88 1r:.li6 i) .12 0..19 O..L. 0..01 2.6 9 0..02 1..9 2..2
50 28.18 35..527 5.65 0.22 0.5 u 2.6 17 0.01 0.9 0.5
75 27.19 35.880 5.13 0.28 0.5 u 2.4 29 0.05 u 3.2
100 26.57 36.369 4.4L 0.49 2.8 0.41 1. 9 i:8 0..09 u u
124 23.52 35.930 2.21 1.27 22.1 0.29 7.6
149 21.10 35.700 0..96 1.82 29.8 0.':0 13.1
199 17.36 35.524 0.40 2.26 32.1 2.87 23.4
299 13.94 35.480 0.22 2.28 35.3 0.84 32 0
398 12.51 35.480 0.18 2.52 38.9 0.13 36.8
498 11.99 35.540 0.27 2.59 36.6 0.27 43.5
597 1l.29 35.535 0.32 2.65 39.7 0.38 48.1
697 10.17 35.408 0.28 2..78 ! li..6 O. ':\7 59.4
797 9.71 35.418 0.26 2.78 45.4 1.04 65.6
896 8.78 35.329 0.30 2.84 44.6 0..47 71. 9
996 7.79 35.213 0.57 2.89 44.9 0.02 81.3
1196 6.63 35.11 0.88 2.91 49..0 0.01 91.4
1396 5.48 35.034 1.08 2.81 46.t; O.Oli 100 3
1691) 3.86 13li.89li 1.8r: 2.80 I i:0..i: 0..02 1Z2.4
199i: 2.86 1)' 4820 2..Li 2.72 li 1)..8 0..02 130.6
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 109 LAT. nO 59' N PRIMARY PROD. .05 g C /m 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 69° 551 E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.08
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4300 M RADIATION 287 g.cal.lcmYday
DATE 26-v -63 TIME 117 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 4.9 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N NOz-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. ¡.OA/I. fLOA/1. fLO/1. ¡.OC/Lld ¡.OC/I.d.
1 29.68 .3.688 4.95 0.12 0.3 0.01 1 6 1 0.03 2.7 8.i;
24 29.79 35.221 5.24 0.13 0.1 0.01 2.1 9 0.02 1.8 6.4
48 28.47 35 .h8 '3 5.29 0.17 1.3 0.03 2.0 17 0.02 2. -: 4.1
72 27.27 16 A019 i;A2i; 0.26 -- u 2.5 2Q n~n2 n_? ~_ i
96 2i; .02 16.071. 1.1.1 0.79 . 7.1. OA2l 4.2 i;8 OAlQ 0.1 1.. a: 
120 22.08 '3t; .800 1.011 1A6i; 21.0 0.10 11. 7
14 19.12 35..11 0.68 2.01 24.5 0.12 17 lLin 1t;.91 1~ . ':li~ 0.i;8 2.2t; 20.6 0.02 25.3
288 13.24 35.359 0.34 2.34 22.4 0.02 28.7
386 12.07 35.371 0.45 2.48 23.3 0.06 36.2
484 n.55 35.417 0.26 2.53 29.7 0.01 44.7
583 10.94 35.413 0.17 2.70 26.8 0.05 47.R
682 10.02 35.339 0.20 2.70 29.9 0.22 56 2
782 9.23 35.285 0.28 2.78 25.6 0.01 AlL R
882 8.63 35.278 0.39 2.89 27 .1. 0.01 71.3
992 7.78 35.203 0.50 2.95 28.6 0.01 79.9
992 7.68 35.175 0.52 2.91 28. i) u 81.3
n91 6.39 35.085 0.84 2.95 28.6 u a1 ')
1190 5.15 34.959 1.34 2.89 28.6 0.01 103.0
1689 -- 34 .817 o.Jß 2" 75 24.6 0.01 52.4
1989 2.88 35.393 2.49 2.68 27.3 0.01 126 0
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. O~ 46' N






VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 27-V-63





IOSN STD. TOW 4.7
g elm 2/doy
ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N S¡O"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/I. ¡.gA/I. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLg/1. fLgC/L/d fLgC/l.d.
1 29.50 34.590 5.07 0.08 0.3 0.10 i 7 i o .of. ? .r: 2.7
25 29..5 34.580 4.94 0.10 0.1 0.01 2.4 10 o.oh 2..~ 6..6
h8 28.11 1i: .h90 i:.08 0.21 u O.Oh 2. i 20 O.O~ 1..~ 2.8
73 26.22 36.010 3.87 0.61 '5.6 0.08 3.2 33 0.05 0..6 2.'5
97 22.68 35.. 700 1.52 1.42 20.1 0.04 q .R 66 0.10 0..1 1.9
121 19.38 3'5.407 0.70 1.95 2'5.9 0.02 9.2
1.5 17.01 35.124 1.04 1.87 24.4 0.07 21 q
194 15.n 35.310 0.36 2.26 27.1 0.01 25.9
290 12.66 35.296 0.29 2.35 28.6 0.03 29.4
387 n.58 35.277 0.34 -- 28.4 0.12 15 1
485 10.96 35.315 0.45 2.59 32.4 0.01 42.7
583 10.34 35.329 0.46 2.65 31.8 0.01 51.8
681 9.li 3.5 .251 0.33 2.75 35.8 0.01 52 6
780 8.63 35.184 0.52 2.79 33.1 u 68. i
879 8.07 3.5.155 0.56 2.80 33.7 0.01 74 o.
979 7.29 35.089 0.80 2.84 34.5 0.01 82H
932 7.70 35.122 0.62 2.83 32.8 0.02 7a 5
116 6.64 35.06 0.84 2.83 36.4 0.02 HH H
1319 '5.50 34.997 1.16 2.86 3li.O 0.01 101.2
160 3.92 34.869 2.02 2.72 37.2 0.01 117 R
1896 3.01 34.812 2.153 2.67 17.7 0.01 l?h ()
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. n1 LAT. 08° 091 N PRI MARY PROD. .13 g C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 70° 02' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH hl)90 M RADIATION 331 g.cal./cm.2day
DATE 28-v -63 TIME 1040 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 4.7 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P NO, - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' p.9A/1. p.OA/ I. ¡.OA/I. p.gA/1. p.9 / I. p.9C/l.d p.gC/l.d.
1 29..52 3h.683 .5.12 o.io 0.6 0.04 ': () 1 0.01 1.7 3.3
21) 29.1)2 1h.672 1).24 0.10 0.2 0.01, 3.9 10 0.02 2.6 i).2
I) 27.82 ii:.i:99 i:.01 O.iO 0.2 0.02 3.0 20 0.02 6.B 3.8
7i: 2i:.1i: ii: .009 2.9li 0.89 11.1 0.13 7.0 33 u 0..6 4.4
100 21.715 ii:.i:19 1.59 1...50 21..5 0.06 1? F. 66 0.24 u 4.5
121) 19..52 3.5 .489 0.46 2.0.5 26.2 0.03 18.1
11)0 17..50 3.5.410 0.46 2.14 28.4 0.06 22.6
200 14.16 32.270 0.86 2.1.5 31.6 0.01 25.7
300 12.06 3.5 .234 0.96 2.19 30.2 0.03 2Q 6
1100 11..21 ii:.228 0.87 2. i1 12.1) 0.06 35.6
i:00 10.21 11).11)1) 0.68 2.'1 36.8 0.02 45.4
60 9.63 31).184 0.46 2.68 37.2 0.01 ';4.';
700 9.01 35.17.5 0..51 2.77 36.1 0.01 64.0
800 8.19 3.5.122 0.63 2.80 35.9 0.01 71.3
900 7.li1 35.01)1 0.83 2.80 11).1 0.01 78.5
100 6.83 3.5 .009 0.96 2.83 38..5 0.01 .Q6 i:
99.5 6.9.5 3.5.029 0.93 2.80 38..5 0.01 Ai: 1
119.5 6.n 3.5 .001 1.13 2.80 39.3 u Qi: 7
139.5 5.16 3l.959 1.50 2.80 37.7 0.01 104.9
1691) 1.66 111.81)9 2.11 2.70 111.6 0.01 116.8
1995 2.83 34.809 2.75 2.61 33..5 0.02 1?F. ()
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 112 LAT. 050 48' N PRI MARY PROD. .04 g C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 70° 03' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4040 M RADIATION 376 o.cal./cmYday
DATE 29-V-63 TIME 1106 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SH STD. TOW 4.0 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N Si O"Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/i. fLgA/i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.g/i. ¡.gC/Lld. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28 -89 ":~.n":i ),.8M 0_19 0.1, 0.01 4 5 1 11 ?_7 ~-~
?Ii 28-86 it: -Oil 4.86 0..19 0..4 0..01 4.6 10 0-02 O-q i:_,
h8 28.23 1~.124 4.91 0..28 0.4 0.01 3.8 20 0..01 0..9 4..1
72 2r:.26 1t; A ~2li ~_2': 0_81 10_7 o 26 8.4 ":': u " 8_r:
97 21.02 35.197 1.72 1.47 20.6 0.11 15.5 66 0.14 0.4 7.9
121 18.r:r: 1r: .127 1.24 1.71 24.0 0.03 20.1
145 16.11 35.094 1.23 1.94 27.9 0.02 ?i, i.
193 13.90 35.162 1.34 1.94 28.0 0.02 24.7
290 11.88 35.154 1.79 1.94 27.0 0.01 25.7
387 10.99 35.123 1.43 2.15 30..6 0.01 32 7
485 10.33 35..135 1.16 2.35 32.5 0.01 39.8
583 9.90 35.167 0.86 2.64 32.6 0.03 46.9
682 9.12 35.14 0.79 2.72 35.6 0.01 59.1
780 8.42 35.126 0..95 2..78 35.9 0..03 68.0
879 7.83 35.126 0.84 2.83 36.7 0.04 7 r: 1
991 7.08 1~..OO2 0.96 2..88 11_1 o_Oh R3.1
989 6.93 35.027 0.97 2.84 37.4 0.01 Afl 1
119 6.02 34.999 1.24 2.84 38.3 0.01 q"l A
1388 5.20 34.942 1.62 2.82 31.8 0.01 103.0
1686 3.73 34.845 2.29 2.76 32.4 u 117 A
198r: 2.91 1L..8oh 2_79 2_6r: i7_0 1l 1?Li ?
i
lÆ IE II 10 CO IE II II A. 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 113 LAT. 03° 33' N PRIMARY PROD. .08 g C 1m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 69° 54' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3850 M RADIATION 377 g.cal./cmYday
DATE 30-V-63 TIME 10~6 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND lOSN STD. TOW 6.4 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOO fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' fLOA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fL9/1. fLOC/lid fLOC/Vd.
1 29.02 34.771 5.20 0.16 0.8 0.03 2.9 1 0.04 2.4 3.3
21) 28.17 34.934 5.15 0.23 1.7 0.07 3.8 12 0.02 1~9 i:.6
6L 21).73 31).271) 3.91) o.~ 9.7 1.07 6.3 21 11 0.2 1.7
89 24.94 35.365 3.78 0.75 10.9 0.35 6.6 16 0.02 1~8 10 All
11 22.21 35.403 2.63 1.13 22.4 0.07 1? ? 72 0.12 O.C: 2.i:
138 18.63 35.319 1.86 1.1)4 21).6 O.Oh 15.6
187 13.47 35.163 1.69 1.84 31.7 0.01 ?? Q
285 11.72 35..102 1.60 2.00 30.4 0.02 28 1
383 10.60 31)..0t)9 2.24 1.9JI 27.1) 0,,02 30.5
482 9.99 35.081 1.59 2.19 35.5 0.02 'lA 7
581 9.32 35.043 1.18 2.39 1r;.7 0.02 47.7
681 9.19 31).117 1.13 2.1)2 31) .7 0.01 53.0
781 8.55 3~ .101 0.94 2.r;8 110.r; 0.01 61R
881 7.88 35.080 0.91 2.67 31.1 0.07 72.9
981 7.14 35.038 0.96 2.72 44.3 0.05 79.7
985 7.04 35.025 0.98 2.72 35.6 0.01 79.7
1182 5.95 34.959 1.31 2.72 38.8 0.01 01 c;
1381 5.09 34.909 1.65 2.72 13.7 0.02 100 'l
1680 1A66 3h 813 2.36 2_1'1' ':i:~Q 11 114.1
1980 -- 34.794 2.79 2.56 39.1 0.01 1?? LL
I
i
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO.
CRUISE NO.
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE


















g C 1m 2/day
ml.lm.2
j
Oll j SiO"Si i ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOO fe!PO", - P NO:;- N NOii-il
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 ì DEPTH
!¡ ml'/I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/I. i ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
29.01 L .340706 4.91 i 0..19 0,,2 i 0,,01 1,,7 ~..O j! 1 ! 0,,01 J " J 1 i
24 28.95 34..691 4..90 0..14 0..2 a 3.0 I 10 u O,,~ 2,,~ j
49 28.84 34.768 5004 0013 ¡ 0,,4 0,,01 2.9 i 20 I 0..0'. 1..~ 4..8
27,,67 35..118 4,,98 i 0,,19 i 0..3 0,,02 I I i ~~ I 0,,04 0,,4 I h,,673 i I 4.3
i 97 24,,12 350323 )..81 ¡ 0062 10,,4 0040 i 6.0 66 0,,16 1 ì 6..2 iu
121 21..00 350319 2,,85 0,,95 17,,5 ! 0,,03 10 6 1 i I
146 17004 35,,243 2,,03 1,,42 22,,8 0004 ¡ ii 1 h ii i
194 13..65 35,,181 2..13 ! 1..52 26.1 0,,01 i 19.6 ¡ I
291 11.40 35..090 2017 I 1..72 35..6 I 0,,01 i J I i I23.8
388 10..49 35,,024 2..24 1,,93 i 3203 I 0..02 JR 7 ¡
487 9056 350016 1..36 i 2,,24 3503 i -- 43.0 ¡ i i¡
587 8,,79 350024 1,,27 2044 39,,8 i 53.4 j I--
687 8..63 35..021 1..12 2..~ l. 0 6 i - i 56. i i IJ
350031 2..15 1..89 33..1 i i I- - -- 29.1 i i I
- - 350001 1..03 2..64 i 35.4 í ! 73.0 I i 1 i, -- i
- -- 350028 1..12 2.72 42..1 i -- I RO i i i
779 7097 35..049 0098 2063 37.1 -- hR h !
977 7.16 35.016 1..0, ¡ 2,,69 42,,3 i ! 77 8 I i ii - 1 i
1176 5.73 340927 1.38 2.72 4204 -- 94.8 , I
1474 4.73 340851 2.03 2063 3809 i 10'i R I iI --
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. iiC;
CRUISE NO. 2











PRI MARY PROD. .06 g C /m2/day
EXT. COEFF. (1) 0.07
RADIATION 293 o.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL
10SN STD. TOW 5.1 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.oA/1. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28.95 34.689 4.60 0.20 0.3 0.03 2 q 1 0.04 1..4 -
20 28..95 34.693 4.65 0.19 0.3 0.03 3.0 10 0.02 1.3 4.1
39 28.92 34.839 4.70 0.22 0.4 0.02 3.3 20 0.02 1..2 5.2
~9 28.69 34.972 4.70 0.21 0.2 0.02 3.4 33 0.02 0.9 4.4
78 27 .70 35.167 4.70 0.21 25.1 0.05 i R 66 0.04 0.2 8.2
98 23.75 35.266 3.46 0.69 31.6 1.03 7.5
ll7 19.06 35.228 3.14 1.02 32.2 0.06 11 q
156 14.46 35.185 2.60 1.41 35.6 0.04 17.4
234 11.96 35.080 2.59 1.67 34.8 0.06 21. 2
312 10.78 35.005 2.58 "1.77 32.7 0.03 24')
390 10.20 34.996 1.94 1.95 29.4 0.02 32.4
468 9.57 35.002 1.43 2.33 26.4 0.03 43.2
.,~ 9.46 35.002 1.29 2.45 30.1) 0.04 ')0 0
6l1 8 .li6 11).009 1.12 2 . i: 11A1 OAOli 57.7
716 7.97 34.992 1.ll 2.63 21).6 0.08 h') R
831 7.30 34.962 1.09 2.70 20.9 0.06 75.3
II IE 11 10 ~ IE 11 11 A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. ii6 LAT. 02° 231 S PRI MARY PROD. .09 9 C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 70° 2h' E EXT. COEFF. (It) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4875 M RADIATION 350 g.cal.lcm.2day
DATE 2-VI-63 TIME 1227 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SH STD. TOW 3.9 ml.lm.2
02 PO" - P N03- N N02-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI" CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. fJgA/1. fJgA/1. /LOA/I. fJgA/1. fJO/1. fJ9C/l/d. fJ gC/l.d.
1 28.85 35.008 5.53 0.16 0.7 0.03
': i: 1 u 1.4 3.2
25 28.70 34.994 5.09 0.16 0.7 0.03 3.9 10 u 3.6 3.1
1)0 28.47 35.037 5.35 0.16 0.8 0.01 19.7 20 u 1..7 3.3
74 25.18 35.271 4.47 0.42 6.3 0..5 6.2 33 u 1.6 4.5
99 22.00 35.278 3.18 0.88 21.2 0.36 8 9 66 0.07 u h. I)
124 19.39 35.227 2.77 1.09 22.7 0.03 13 2
1.9 16.94 35.198 2.51 1..33 29..1 0.03 1 i: Q
199 13.82 ~i:.167 2.60 1.li 32.1 O-OQ 17.9
298 10.93 34.987 2.85 1.60 38.8 0.03 22.4
397 9.94 35.012 1..83 2.06 36.9 0.03 -:c; ":
h97 9.11) 1h.986 1.96 2.11 fiL8 O.O~ 39.2
596 8.73 34.980 1.7~ 2.33 36.1 0.0': 49.6
696 7.77 34.904 1.63 2.40 34.2 u i:A 6
796 7.63 .3.985 1.28 2.57 36.8 0.01 66 ,q
896 7.ll 34.951 1.34 2.63 40.6 0.03 74.9
996 6.46 34.91. 1.52 2.66 37.5 0.02 82.2
100 6.37 34.908 1.1)2 2.68 38.3 0.02 --
1200 5.30 34.874 1.79 2.67 35.4 0..01 --
1.00 4.88 34.878 1.84 2.68 46.8 0.01 --
1700 3.62 34.808 2.55 2.59 46.4 0.01 --
200 2.63 34.8n 3.08 2.50 34.2 u --
II IE Jl 1J CD IE Jl lJ A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. 04° 22' S






VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 3-vr-63





IOSH STD. TOW 2.1
g C /m 2/day
ml.lm.2
02 PO,, - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. Q INSITU Cl4 Cl"!-IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. ¡.gA/i. ;.gA/ i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/i. ¡.gC/l/d. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28083 35.056 5.47 0.18 0..2 0..01 , ° 1 0,,06 1..3 2,,6
21) 28.78 35.054 5..74 0.18 0..2 0,,02 ? .9 12 0..01 u 2..3
t:O 21:.71 35,,236 5.58 0,,28 1,,3 0..10 4.9 23 0,,07 0,,1 2,,8
7i: 20.78 31) .21)8 3.75 0,,77 12.8 0..08 10.0 '.6 00011 0,,2 3,,3
100 19..27 35..228 2,,73 1,,11 22,,4 0,,14 1"l () 72 0..10 0..2 1,,2
125 17,,24 35,,283 2,,43 1..34 20,,2 0..06 17 1
149 15,,41 35,,234 2.13 1..55 26.7 0,,03 ?1 0
199 1)..65 -- 2..24 1,,64 29,,5 0,,03 25 8
299 11..56 35..000 2,,46 1..68 28..7 0..03 24.7
398 10..25 34.. 918 2,,45 1,,83 32.. u 2R 2
498 9".38 34..869 2..23 1..98 34,,9 0..03 iI 7
598 8..33 34..813 1.98 2,,23 33,,9 0,,02 48.0
698 1..92 34.845 1,,74 2.18 43.9 0,,02 i:7 "l
798 7,,09 34.8Wi 1,,56 2..3 37,,6 0.02 70.4
898 6..72 34.887 1,,57 2,,61 43..5 0,,08 7R 1
- -- 34,,878 1,,54 2.61 42.3 0,,02 g"lO
994 6..18 34..864 1,,62 2.61 50,,0 0.01 Rl. "l
1193 5.44 34.857 1.78 2.61 39.1 0,,02 a, °
1392 4.51 34.814 2..17 2..60 38..9 0..01 98 4
1690 3..37 34.788 2.73 2.50 41.8 0..01 1 ()R h
-- -- 34.. 784 3..08 2..47 42..8 0.02 11 i: 0
1R 1& lI 1I (C 1& lI lI A 'l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. llB LAT. 060 481 s PRIMARY PROD. .08 g C 1m Z/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 70° 071 E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3745 H RADIATION 252 g.cal'icmYday
.
DATE 4-VI-63 TIME 1710 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SH STD. TOW 4.4 ml.lm.Z
Oz P04 - P NO:s- N NOz-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/i' ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28.20 34.981 5.36 0.20 0.1 0.01 ? q 1 0.08 3..2 8.6
22 28.18 34.980 5.02 0.22 u 0.01 3.4 i~ 0_07 i ., t. .ft
45 26.69 35.198 5.88 0.20 0.1 0.01 2.7 26 0.02 167 t;..li
67 24.97 35.264 5.14 0.19 0.6 0.22 3.4 39 0.09 0.9 2.9
90 22 .12 35.226 4.29 0.69 8.2 0.15 7 fi 78 O.Jli Oa2 ':.2
11 19.93 35.209 3.44 0.93 n.3 0.07 10.4
135 16.58 35.145 2.62 1.28 19.1 0.03 16 3
lBo 13 .43 35.106 2..9 1..3 22.2 0.03 1 q LL
269 12 .n 35.059 2.69 1..5 22.6 0.04 1 q ~
360 10.97 34.984 3.18 1.53 24.1 0.01 ?() 1
454 10.00 34.884 3.29 1.62 n.5 0.03 23.5
551 9.34 34.862 2.91 1.85 26.1 0.02 30.4
649 8.29 34.810 2.23 2.22 27.6 0.02 44.9
749 7.43 34.798 1.84 2.39 32.2 0.03 59.8
849 6.85 34.803 1.73 2.50 28.2 0.07 kO 7
- -- 34.809 1.81 2.61 28.9 0.0'3 78.7
926 6.36 34.812 1.68 2.61 32.5 0.02 7R ()
115 5.32 34.768 1.90 2.63 31.4 0.01 91.7
1303 4.44 34.774 2.17 2.60 32.0 0..02 104.9
1590 3.55 34.779 2.66 2.63 31.8 0.02 96 6
1876 2.79 34.773 3.06 2.47 33.4 0.02 1 OA k
R JE li 1I ~ JEii li A 'J A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 119 LAT. 08° 3i)' S PRIMARY PROD. .10 9 C 1m z/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 69° 55' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.065
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 2505 M RADIATION! 274 g.cal./cm.zday
DATE 6-vi-63 TIME 0932 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WINO 10SH STD. TOW - ml./m.z
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/L/d. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 27 .91) 35.11)6 5.18 0.13 u 0.03 , Li 1 0.06 3.0 6.0
25 27.96 35.11)3 5.22 0.17 1.8 0.02 , 6 12 0.05 2.4 1.2
49 27.99 3i).:i9 1).30 0.11 0.2 0.02 2.5 23 0.02 u 8..0
7lL 22.80 ":~.1 ~9 4.68 0.h7 6.0 0.26 6.3 36 0.04 1..6 115.2
99 17 .h~ ":4.998 2.r;8 1.20 21.4 1.01 19.0 72 0.18 0..7 12.4
123 1r;.22 31) ..061) 2.26 1.42 22.6 0.04 20.1
11,8 lli.18 ":~.069 2.62 1.42 20.8 0.03 ?1 ,
197 13.03 36.046 2.90 1.48 25.8 0.04 21.4
296 11.17 34.967 2.99 1..5 25.0 0.C3 23.3
394 9.89 34.877 3.28 1.63 27.8 0.03 25.1
h93 9.08 34.830 2.85 1.81 34.0 0.04 '11 ,
591 8.14 34.788 2.21 2.15 38.2 0.03 Li7 6
690 7.82 'l.786 2.1r; 2.27 31.r; 0.02 C;? ?
788 7.25 34.818 1.86 2.42 37.4 0.02 63.5
887 6.48 34.762 1.94 2.50 34.1 0.02 7fi 7
Q8~ ~.7h 34.761 1.91 2.54 'l.6 0.02 Q(, Q
966 5.79 34.755 1.90 2.55 34..7 0.02 88 0
111)7 h.9h 3l.772 2.01 2.60 32. i) 0.02 10, . ri
13 i) 4.28 34.771 2.24 2.61 34.8 0.01 100 ,
1649 3.29 34.774 2.79 2.52 34.9 0.02 10Li q
19h8 2.66 34.76l: 3.18 2.hl 31..8 0..02 111 ':
~ lE)l 1I (f lE)l )l A '1 A










PRI MARY PROD. .28 g C /m2/doy
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.675
RADIATION 268 g.cal.cm.2day
ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW ml.m.2
STATION NO. 120
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 7-VI-63
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO, Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. f-9A/1. f-oA/ i. f-OA/i. f-oA/1. f-O/1. f-9C/l/d. f-9C/l.d.
1 26.73 34.937 4.82 0.19 u 0.01 4.5 1 0.13 7.9 23.2
25 26.74 34.943 4.79 0.24 3.4 0.03 3.4 II 0.17 1.7 9.4
li9 26.73 1li..9t;1 11.811 . 0.17 1.0 0.01 3.8 22 0.11 6.7 30..8
7li 22.05 ii: .096 1.12 0.79 10.9 0.77 9.7 ':I. O-'~ ~ .f. 17.1,
99 19.94 35.ll3 3.18 0.77 10.5 0.41 11.4 69 0.16 0.7 10.1
123 17.21 35.091 2.96 0.94 14.9 0.06 17.7
148 16.84 35.270 3.41 0.87 B.O 0.011 15.0
197 13.18 35.058 3.02 1.27 20.2 0.06 22.8
296 1l.22 34.947 3.12 1.50 23.5 0.05 23.6
394 9.42 34.793 1.79 1.li9 23.6 0.02 21.6
h91 8.20 1h.727 2.61 2.00 'U.9 0.06 41.6
592 7.46 lh.72t; 2.16 2.27 3l.6 0.01 55.2
692 6.69 ll.710 1.90 2.1.7 16.1. 0.0': 72.2
791 6.17 34.719 1.90 2.52 30.6 0.02 78.8
891 5.76 34.732 1.82 2.61' 34.6 0.06 84.7
991 5.42 34.734 2.00 2.49 36.6 0.03 90.6
97i: 5.h8 ili.ni 1.96 2.t;1 1L.1 0-02 89.1
ll70 4.68 34.728 2.23 2.52 37.1 0.01 102.1
1365 4.05 34.740 2.45 2.55 -- 0.02 96.6
1658 3.16 34.742 2.96 2.h2 35.4 0.03 101.2
1950 2.50 34.755 3.34 2.35 35.3 0.02 108.6
lR 1& lI 1I (( 1& 11 lI A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 121
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 8-VT-63










PRIMARY PROD. .10 g C/m2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.0675
RADIATION 245 g.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL
10SH STD. TOW 5.9 ml.m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. 0 IN51TU CI4 C14~1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' flgA/I. fløA/1. ¡.øA/I. fløA/i. fl9/1. fltJC/l/d. fl9C/l'd.
1 25.45 34.695 4.64 0.16 0.6 0.02 3.3 1 0..06 3..2 17.9
25 25.46 34.695 4.64 0.18 0.3 O.Ol 4.1 II o.or: 4..4 16.7
50 25.44 3li.708 4.62 0.16 0.1 0.02 4.9 22 0.08 ~..2 16.0
7i: -- 31).384 4.76 0.18 0.8 0.03 3.7 ':), O-OQ u 12.7
100 20.6l ':~.¡177 ii_ 'lJI 0.26 1-1 (L ?n 4.3 l\O (1-11 n. i ll~7
125 20.20 35.570 4.38 0.29 1.5 0.03 l. 2
150 19.55 35.656 4.28 0.30 3.7 0.02 3.7
200 17.12 1~.626 li.ili Oai:2 6.li 0-0': 6.6
299 12 .07 35.094 3.27 1.33 20.2 u 17.1 ~
399 10.32 34.917 3.77 1.40 25.3 u 16.1
499 9.48 34.775 3.65 1.67 27.1 0.02 22 0
599 7.67 34.673 3.42 1.91 29.9 0.05 33.1
699 6.95 34.713 2.43 2.34 38.2 0.05 54.2
798 6.22 34.720 2.2~ 2.48 37.8 o.oh 68.3
898 5.95 34.748 2.00 2.52 39.1 0.05 7R .R
998 5.57 34.748 1.83 2.56 39.6 0.03 83.4
IæE ID)1LJ co Eii li A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 122
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 9-VI-63
RElI ABILITY OF DEPTH
LAT. 11)0 21)' S




PRI MARY PROD. ..28
EXT. COEFF. (It) 0..06
RADIATION 269
ZOOPLANKTON VOL
10SH STD. TOW 1..1
2g C 1m Iday
g.cal./cmYday
ml./m.2
02 po,,-P NO! - N HOz-N SiO"Si ChI. Q INSITU CI4 CI"~IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml.I. fLgA/1. fLgA/i. ¡.gA/I. fL9A/1. fL9/1. fLgC/l/d. fLgC/I'/d.
1 25..46 ':I. 111.' 5.34 0..19 0..6 4.7 l=~ 6,,9 19..2
25 25..47 "i- L",n r:&61 0..19 0,,5 3.4 1"- iU. i i:, ':
50 25 .. 7 "i- £..1 r:&11 0..18 0,,5 3.7 26 O-O~_ 6~i ,~.~
=t ~~~~~
3L... 771 F5..7'5 0..19 0,,2 4.3 "'Q 0,,08 2~8 16.1.
31:..370 5S8 0,,19 0..1 3.7 78 0~09 u 10~7
35.534 5,,12 0,,27 1..3 , R
ISO 19..77 35..623 5.19 0.32 2.tí 4.2
200 17..28 35.506 4..1)8 0.71 8..2 9.6
299 13..30 -- 4.79 -- -- --
199 10..91 -:1...Q811 ~.O~ i .'0 18.1 10.5
499 9.16 34.754 4.62 1.35 25.1 13.3
599 7.68 34.649 3.53 1.90 31.7 31.4
699 6.85 34.702 2.78 2.42 43.3 55.8
798 6.17 34.723 2.23 2.57 47.7 70.7
898 1).72 -:1..71Q 2.~2 2.61 48.6 7P. 7
- - -- 5.18 - -- --
987 5.52 34.721 2.47 2.61 47.2 81.6
li87 4.73 34.721 2.49 2.61 50.1 89.7
1187 4.11 14.714 2.89 2.61 17.7 93.8
1687 3.38 34.737 3.44 .55 48.0 99.4
1987 2.48 34.734 3.98 .!i 29.9 102.1
II 1& JI 10 ~ 1& JI JI A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 123 LAT. 17° 18' S PRIMARY PROD. .06 g C 1m z/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 70° 05' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 060~7
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4023 M RADIATION 253 g.cal.lcm.2day
DATE 10-VI-63 TIME 1028 ZOO PLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 13.4 ml.lm.Z
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N SiO..Si ChI. lJ INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. ¡.gA/t. ¡.9A/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/1. 1-9/1. ¡.9C/l/d. ¡.9c/l'd.
1 25.04 34.687 5.47 0.12 0.2 0.01 2.4 1 O.oh 1.8 -
23 25.() 34.683 5.08 0.12 1.5 0.13 2.6 1~ 0.01 0.8 -
li 2~606 ~li.689 l).liO 0..08 0_1 0_06 2.6 71 11 L? -
70 25.01 34.726 5.43 O..ll 0.6 0.08 2.8 il 0..02 0_7 -
9~ 23.08 35.232 5.46 0.07 0.7 o .14 2.4 8': o..rn u -
117 21.94 3.5.311 4.91 0.19 1..1 0.20 4 0
140 21.09 35.427 4.80 0.21 1.6 0.39 4.0
187 . 19.50 35.575 4.53 0.33 5.4 0.13 5.0
280 16.25 35.66 4.86 0.37 6.0 0.20 4.7
374 12.89 35.295 5.13 0.58 10.3 0.52 4.9
468 10.98 35.004 5.~1 0.81 11.6 O.oli 4.3
563 9.48 34.782 5.62 1.03 16.9 0.03 4.4
657 7.84 34.958 4.97 1.41 25.3 0.02 14 i
753 6.26 34.507 4.42 1.85 30.7 0.02 29.2
849 5.37 34.567 3.17 2.23 33.1 0.37 "" R
945 5.33 34.688 2.68 2.42 39.0 0.03 77 .0
975 5.13 34.703 2.30 2.40 31.9 0.02 79.3
1174 4. .54 34.723 2.42 2.1)2 18.6 0.01 86.9
1373 3.97 34.764 2.61 2.46 34.6 0.01 95.7
1672 3.23 34.740 2.97 2.Li 11.7 0.01 99.4
1972 2.59 34.748 3.38 2.32 '31).li 0.01 104.9
lR IE lI 1U (( IE lI lI A. '1 A.
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 124 LAT. 190 30' S PRIMARY PROD. .05 9 elm 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 69° 51' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3146 M RADIATION 197 Q.cal.cmYday
DATE ii-VI-61 TIME 1054 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 1.1 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si0'lSi ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. fLgA/I. fLgA/1' ¡.gA/i. fLgA/1. fLg/1. fLgC/l/d fLgC/l'd.
1 24.16 34.972 5.24 0.12 3.2 0.03 2.9 1 u 2.7 ---
2~ 24.17 ~4.97r; 5.30 0.1~ 1.6 0.0; 3.3 13 0.01 0.7 --
50 24.18 34.969 5.20 0.14 1.2 0.03 2.9 26 0.01 1.1 --
7~ 24.1 ~ 14.978 ~.11 O.Th 1.9 0.02 2.9 40 0.02 0.2 --
100 22.75 35.291 5.25 0.08 0.8 0.02 3.0 81 0.01 u -
12; 21.31 ~~.4~9 4.97 0.24 1.6 0.19 4.1
1~ 20.61 35.551 4.92 0.21 1.6 0.15 3.9
200 18 . 39 35.579 4.22 0.52 10.1 0.03 8.0
300 15.67 35.637 5.19 0.38 5.3 0.05 2.9
400 12 . 1)8 ~5.243 5.~5 0.61 12.3 0.12 4.0
500 11.13 35.014 5.43 0.86 11).7 0.02 4.2
60 9.78 34.822 5.35 1.01 27.9 0.02 i: ?
700 8.36 34.648 5.10 1.38 28.2 0.02 q 7
800 6.70 34.933 4.1~ 1.87 34.0 0.01 26.9
90 5.36 34.508 3.57 2.23 41.5 0.10 liF. i:
1000 4.85 34.605 2.82 2.46 58.0 0.02 70.9
998 4.93 34.637 2.76 2.46 51.0 0.01 71 2
1198 4.38 34.724 2.47 2.57 49.4 0.01 87.6
1397 3.89 34.727 2.73 2.53 41.2 0.01 104.9
1697 3.10 34.741 3.11 2.49 43.2 0.01 98.4
1996 2.33 34.135 3.77 2.34 57.3 0.02 102.1
lÆ1&)o 1I ~ 1&)0 )0 A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 125 LAT. 21° ho' S PRI MARY PROD. .04 g C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 67° 06' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON 8 RUUN DEPTH 3200 M RADIATION 190 g.cal.lcm.2day
DATE 25-VI-63 TIME 0857 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 2.1 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/1' ¡.O/I. ¡.gC/Lld. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 23.73 35.188 5.16 0.13 0.6 0.02 2.0 1 0.05 0.6 -
25 23.77 35.189 5.08 0.13 0.6 0.02 2.2 13 u 0.7 -
~ 2l.79 1';.191 ';.':1 0.12 0.1) 0.01 2.2 27 0.02 0.8 -
7~ 21.77 1':.197 ':.20 0.13 0.6 0.03 2.2 42 0.04 0.5 --
1M 21.7'; ~~ .212 ~.2~ 0.11 0.1 0.01 2.2 83 0.04 0.2 -
12'; 21.94 34.481 5.20 0.17 0.4 0.02 ? 7
1i: 20.90 35.548 5.14 0.21 1.0 0.16 ') t;
200 19.08 1':.670 4.78 0.47 5.7 0.04 3.8
2qq 16.02 1i:.601 4.68 0.30 2.2 0.03 2.9
199 1'3.1)7 ~i:. ~76 ~.08 0.61 8.7 0.02 3.5
li99 ii.ho 1i:.043 1).48 0.83 13.0 0.02 4.3
1)99 9.89 34.843 5.53 1.03 16.8 0.08 4.6
699 8.78 34.683 5.31 1.26 23.6 0.02 7 1
798 7.43 34.556 4.8:? 1.56 27.8 0.05 1 'l 1
898 6.00 34.490 4.32 1.92 35.1 0.01 ?Q n
998 4.92 34.1)11) 3.65 2.24 39.4 0.03 53.5
988 4.94 34.509 3.70 2.21 40.3 o.oi i, t: 7
116 4.ll 1li . i: 3 3.08 2.43 40.7 0.02 7":2
l~JI 3.70 Th.671 1.01 2.h': 41.3 o.Oh 82.0
1682 2.80 14.693 3.54 2.38 43.5 0.06 86.7
1980 2.25 34.6q7 ': 8e: 2.29 ),1 .1 o O': 98.4
~ 1& ll 1I C 1&ii ll A ir A













ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
10SN STD. TOW 4.7
g C /m2/daySTATION NO. 126CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 26-VI-63
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH
ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc .DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/i. ¡.OA/i. ¡.OA/I. ¡.O/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 22.70 35.382 5.15 0.13 1.9 0.01 2 2 1 0.03 0.2 3.6
24 22.47 35.431 5.30 0.14 3.6 0.02 2.4 14 0.03 0.6 2.9
48 21.73 35.535 5.30 0.15 1.6 0.01 2.2 28 u 0.6 3.1
72 20.53 35.585 5.25 0.21 1.4 0.05 2 4 h7 0.03 0.': 2..9
96 19.57 35.64 4.81 0.27 2.9 0.05 2.9 94 u o.h 0.4
120 19.08 35.681 4.70 0.31 3.3 0.05 1,4
14 18 .28 35.693 5.02 0.31 2.9 0.02 3.0
192 16.63 35.646 5.08 o.Ll 5.1 0.02 2.6
289 14.28 35.452 5.21 0.54 7.4 0.01 ? i,
386 12 .46 35.202 5.4 0.73 12.3 0.01 3.2
485 11.37 35.039 5.55 0.85 15.0 0.02 3 5
583 10.23 34.880 5.42' 0.99 18.0 0.02 4.2
682 9.36 34.756 5.46 1.19 21.1) 0.01 c; 1
781 8.':0 ':Ii 626 ., .12' 1..':8 ?6.Q 0.01 A 7
880 6.63 34.495 4.70 1.76 ':1.6 0..02 ?ll ?
980 5.29 34.449 4.34 2.01 28.5 0.01 30.5
997 5.22 34.434 4.51 2.63 29.4 0.02 11 2
U97 3.87 34.509 3.52 2.39 17.6 0.01 63.8
1396 '3 . i) 34.589 3.27 2.44 2l.i: 0.02 78.2
1696 2.65 34.682 3.70 2.35 18.9 0.03 86.3
1995 2.14 34.783 4.05 2.23 33.2 0.02 91.7
111& 10)1(1 (: 1& 11 11 A '1 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 127 LAT. 260 1L.' s PRI MARY PROD. .03 g C 1m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 700 121 E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 2780 M RADIATION 233 g.ca\./cmYday
DATE 27-vi-63 TIME 116 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 1.1 m\./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14'1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL 0/00 DEPTH
ml.I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡,gA/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/Lld ¡.gC/Lld.
1 21.23 35.623 5.26 0.12 1.5 0.04 2.2 1 11 0.9 1.2
24 21.20 35.618 5.26 O.ll 1.2 0.03 3.4 l:i 11 O.C: Ji_':
48 21.21 35.619 5.42 O.ll 1.7 0.03 2.4 26 u 0.7 1'-0
73 21.05 35.613 5.36 0.11 1.2 0.01 2.4 . ':Q 11 O.': I. .n
97 18.96 35.676 5.25 0.22 2.8 0.11 2.7 78 O_O': -- ') t,
121 18.10 35.646 5.21 0.27 3.0 0.09 3.5
145 17 .40 35.650 5.31 0.27 3.0 0.07 3.4
194 15.69 35.570 5.25 0.40 3.7 0.06 2.9
290 13.74 35.369 ~.14 0.59 8.L. 0.02 'l 7
387 12 .81 35.260 5.32 0.70 n.o 0.03 4.3
484 -- 35.101 r:.37 0.82 1~.6 0.02 4.6
581 10.90 34.973 5.42 0.96 17.9 0.()2 5.9
680 9.94 34.883 5.31 1.13 22.4 0.01 6.0
779 8.81 34.691 5.1l 1.32 26.3 0.01 8.8
878 7.78 34.579 5.14 1.54 18.9 O.O~ 1'l r:
978 5.89 34.447 4.68 1.90 29.9 0.01 26.4
988 5.65 34.446 4.62 1.93 37.7 0.01 ?Q 'lll7 4.03 34.466 3.94 2.32 39.5 0.03 56.4
1386 3.42 34.555 3.60 2.41 1~.i: 0-01 73.0
1686 2.65 34.673 3.82 2.35 45.3 0,,03 84.4
1986 2.20 34.696 3.98 2.30 37.r: o"ar: 97.5
IÆ IE II lI (C IE lQ II A. 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 128
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 28-VI-63










PRI MARY PROD. g C /m2/doy
EXT. COEFF. (k)
RADIATION )76 g.cal.cm.2/day
ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 1.3 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si 0, Si ChI. a INSITU C'4 C14_1000 fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml.!l. ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L f-~ A/I. ¡.gA/L ¡.g/L ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/I.!d.
1 21.19 35.656 5.14 0.13 0.4 0.05 2.9 1 0.03 0.8 6.8
2li 21.22 35.603 4.98 0.13 0.4 0.03 2.6
48 21.22 35.652 5.14 0.09 0.4 0.05 2.2
72 20 .45 35.734 5.20 O.ll 0.5 0.05 ? l.
96 19.22 35.731 5.29 0.14 0.4 0.07 2.0
120 17 .37 35.648 5.26 0.24 0.8 0.16 2.4:i 16.15 35.568 5.31 0.27 1.8 0.17 2.6
193 14.79 35.490 5.14 o .4l 4.9 0.04 2.6
290 13.35 35.286 5.29 0.59 7.5 0.04 "l l,
389 12.47 1~.1 c;2 t).2i: 0.72 10.0 0.01 4.0
488 11.70 35.059 5.34 0.80 11.8 0.01 4.5
1587 10.9'5 1h.96h t).28 0.90 g.O 0.01 4.3
686 10.07 1)J .789 t).2~ 1.01 1l.t; 0.01 C; ')
786 9.07 34.729 5.14 1.21 21.1 0.03 7 0
886 7.72 1),.i:81 1,.81 1.i:3 26. i) 0.0r: l? C;
98'; 6.12 11,.).7), li.r:2 1.81 10.i: 0-01 23.3
~ IE 11 1I (C IE 11 11 A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. 30° 34' S













IOSN STD. TOW 1.9
g elm z/day
ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO..Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.O/1. ¡.gC/I./d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 17.13 35.626 6.04 0.19 0.6 0.03 2.9 1 0.03 2.2 6.4
25 17.11 35.612 5.81 0.21 1.2 0.05 1.6 11 0.01 1.8 7.0
50 17.13 35.624 5.77 0.18 0.5 0.02 2.1 22 0.04 1.3 6.5
75 17.11 35.625 5.87 0.18 0.4 0.02 2.0 35 0.03 0.8 5.6
100 15.22 35.459 5.60 0.38 2.9 0.23 -- 70 0.07 u 6.li
J2l) 13.83 35.347 5.64 o. t;7 6.i: O.ot; 6- g
15'0 13.57 1e:.111 t;.e:1 0.6l 7..1 0.0e: 5.1
200 13.11 35.271 5.60 0.65 8.0 0.05 3.8
299 J2.64 35.204 6.10 0.72 8.4 0.04 4.2
399 12.08 35.079 5.'57 0.80 10.8 0.04 6.0
499 11.52 35.043 5.65 0.87 10.9 0.03 4.6
598 10.89 34.946 5.77 0.97 J2.0 0.01 5.8
698 10.13 34.842 5.81 1.10 11.1 0.02 7.0
798 9.15 34.717 5.07 1.28 17.1 0.03 8.1
897 7.70 34.562 5.01 1.61 20.8 0.08 14.3
99 6.02 34.4.8 4.99 1.90 23.9 0.05 22.9
998 6.02 34.453 4.64 1.77 25.0 0.05 22.6-
1198 4.09 34.413 4.30 2.17 27.8 0.01 43.5
1397 3.35 34.506 3.87 2.1li 10.7 0.02 62.0
1697 2.74 34.637 3.85 2.28 31.1 0.01 74.3
1996 2.36 34.709 4.05 2 22 29.7 0.01 83.9
II IE 11 1U C IE:i :I A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 130
CRUISE NO. 2





















02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O"SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/l. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/l. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/i./d. ¡.gC/i./d.
1 16.88 35.748 5.77 0.20 0.5 0.03 2.5 1 u 1.8 u
2~ 16.90 35.748 5.70 0.20 0.8 0.06 2.6 13 O.m 1.0 8.3
~o 16a91 1C:.7h2 C:.h7 0.18 0.4 0.03 2.0 'Z 0.02 1.2 8.7
7~ 16.88 1C:.7h1 ~.69 0.21 0.4 0.06 2.2 h2 0.06 0.6 9.0
100 16.06 31).6l9 l).h8 0.27 0.7 0.16 1. 7 8~ 0-02 0.1 u
121) 14.h1 1C:.4~1 C:.42 0.43 3.0 0.28 2.7
1~0 13.96 35.406 5.44 0.51 4.4 0.07 2.9
200 1 1. 1~ 3~. 3'31 1).42 0.59 5.8 0.04 4.1
299 12.66 35.247 5.30 0.70 7.0 0.04 3.5
399 ll.94 35.134 5.47 0.79 7.8 0.04 4.1
499 ll.38 35.037 5.42 0.88 9.8 0.03 'i .0
599 10.69 34.941 5.53 0.98 10.5 0.03 5.0
6QQ 9.79 1h.798 ~.':o 1.1h 13.h O.Oh 61
798 8.61) 3l.682 5.08 1.3C: 1C:.2 O.Oh 8.9
898 7.32 34.452 4.74 1.64 23.1 0.03 l'i ?
998 6.00 3l.Ll8 4.90 1.88 26.8 0.04 23.6
100 ~. 96 14.hh6 4.68 1.90 23.1) 0.02 22.6
120 3.98 34.389 4.67 2.18 31.6 0.02 41.4
11100 ':.26 14. C:OO ':.99 2.36 30.3 0.03 61.6
1700 2.68 34.631) 3.93 2.29 26.6 0.02 74.520 2.27 ':4.70C: 4.08 2.2~ 24.1 0.02 85.6
II JE JI 1I (: JE JI JI A 'J A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 131
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE I-VT-63










PRIMARY PROD. .1. g C/mz/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
RADIATION 96 g.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 0.7 ml.m.Z
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. %0 DEPTH
ml'/I. j-gA/1. j-gA/1. /LgA/1. j-gA/1. j-g/1. j-gC/l/d j- gC/l.d.
1 1~.03 3~. 386 5.77 0.27 1.4 0.11 1.4 1 0.06 4.7 16.1
2~ 1~.0~ ~c:. ~80 ~.78 0.28 1.3 0.11 1.6 12 0.07 3.1 18.7
~O 15.05 31).372 5.87 0.28 1.2 0.10 1. 9 23 0.10 2.8 15.1
7~ 14.98 35.361 5.87 0.28 1.3 0.10 1.6 36 0.06 2.0 19.7
100 14.66 35.305 5.81 0.31 1.9 0.16 1. 6 72 0.08 0.1 16.7
124 14052 35.275 5.80 0.33 1.9 0.19 24
1l 9 1l .li ':C:.27li ~.81 0..38 2.1) 0.21 2.9
199 1'.27 ':~-280 ~-6': 0.66 8 1 OAO': 2 q
299 12.811 ':C:.237 .,.S3 0.69 8.0 0.01) 4.6
398 12.04 35.127 5.54 0.79 9.6 0.05 5.0
li98 11.7~ ~.078 1).6h 0.8S 10.7 O.Ol; 4.5
1)97 J..77 '3.916 s.40 1.01 11.8 o .Oli 5.5
697 9.6~ ~. 777 I) .2l 1.22 Th.6 o.ol 8.0
796 8.55 34.649 5.02 1.42 Jß.O 0.03 10.9
896 7.37 34.532 4.95 1.65 2105 0.04 15.9
995 6.19 34.473 4.84 1.87 21.1 0.02 21. 9
991) 6. J. ,:)1.1,6), )1.79 1.89 26.': o .ol 22.4
1191 4.08 34.387 4.74 2.17 26.7 0.03 35.9
1392 3.31 34.453 4.39 2.37 28.9 0.02 52.2
1688 2.78 34.597 4.16 2.37 29.4 0.02 56.9
1986 2.~0 34.703 4.22 2.25 28.2 0.03 74.5
II 1& II 1I C 1&)D II A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 132 LAT. 370 12' S PRIMARY PROD. .12 g elm 2/day
CRUIS£ NO. 2 LONG. 700 10' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3949 M RADIATION 125 llcal.cmYday
DATE 2-Vl-63 TIME i: ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW 1.9 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si03Si ChI. Q INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/l. fLgA/I. fLgAI I. ¡.gA/1. fLgA/1. fL9/1. fL9C/L/d fL9C/L/d.
1 13.99 35.260 5.65 0.36 0.3 0.19 1. 7 1 0.12 2.8 13.4
21 13.99 35.250 5.74 0.38 1.6 0.18 2.4 12 0.10 2.0 7.9
46 13.99 35.256 5.76 0.37 0.7 0.20 2.0 23 0.08 ":.t; 16.0
70 13.99 35.2$6 5.64 0.39 0.9 0.21 1. 9 36 0..08 1.. 12..9
95 13.97 35.252 5.65 0.39 1.1 0.21 2.2
119 14.00 35.258 5.70 0.37 1.1 o ~q 2.1.l.v
14 i4.01 35.259 5.68 0.38 0.5 0.20 2.0
192 12.89 35.217 5.31 0.72 9.0 0.04 4.9
290 12.45 35.164 5.37 0.74 9.4 0.03 4.5
388 11.95 35.109 5.39 0.83 10.6 0.01 5.0
488 11.~0 ":;.0":6 i:.Ii2 0.89 11..7 o 0": 5 5
588 10.52 34.981 ~.30 0.99 11.0 0.01 6.0
688 9.60 34.780 ~.19 1.19 18.7 0..0": 7.0
788 8.37 34.637 4.81 1.47 24.'5 0.03 12.1
888 7.11 34.534 4.71 1.70 29.0 0.02 17.2
988 5.90 34.460 4.67 1.89 28.2 0.12 24.0
lllE IDHLJ (c lE 11 11 A '1 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 133 LAT. 3() 11' S PRI MARY PROD. .03 g C ImZ/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 79° 421 E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON 8 RUUN DEPTH 3310 M RADIATION 208 g.cal.lcmYday
DATE 5-VI-63 TIME 114 zoo PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 1.4 ml. /m.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N Si03Si ChI. 0 INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. fLgA/I. fLgA/I. fLgA/1' fLgA/1. fLg/1. fLgC/l/d. fLgC/l.d.
1 18.53 35.961 5.30 0.14 0.1 0.07 2.2 1 0.01 0.77 2.7
25 18.49 35.961 5.30 0.12 u 0.02 2.5 14 0.01 0.57 3.9
50 Jß .53 35.996 5.30 0.1h 0.2 0.03 2 ') 28 u 0.63 4.0
75 18.47 36.00 5.24 0.15 u O.ol. 2.2 47 0.01 0.19 3.4
100 16.24 35.672 5.55 0.21 u 0.0'; 2.4 94 0.06 0.09 2.9
125 15.27 35.620 5.36 0.30 1.4 0.2.5 2.2
150 1h .li 35.520 5.28 0.42 3.4 0.05 2.6
200 13.36 35.370 5.24 0.57 6.8 0.02 2.9
300 12.26 35.193 5.36 0.73 10.0 0.02 3.8
400 11.52 35.Cf9 5.45 0.82 11.3 0.03 4.2
500 10.75 34.953 5.42 0.92 11.8 0.01 5.1
599 10.04 34.846 5.42 1.02 15.8 0.01 5.1
699 8.98 34.705 5.22 1.26 17.5 u 6 6
799 8.03 34.610 4.97- 1.45 22.5 0.02 10.4
899 6.73 34.505 4.67 1. 75 22.3 0.02 18.4
999 5.29 34.427 4.48 2.00 29.2 0.03 29.3
999 5.26 34.424 li.49 2.02 30.1 0.01 29.8
1199 3.87 3li.li66 3.93 2.25 31.0 0.03 55.2
1399 3.31 34.568 3.57 2.42 26.4 0.01 73.7
1698 -- 34.678 3.53 2.li2 31.9 0.01 88.1
1998 2.44 34.728 3.88 2.34 30.9 0.01 92.9
lllE 10 1I (c lED D A. 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. l3 LAT. 270 31' S PRI MARY PROD. .04 g C ImZ/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 800 08' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3835 M RADIATION 221 g.cal.cmYday
DATE 6-VII-63 TIME 1106 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW 2.9 ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO"Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/Lld. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 19.~ 31).855 5.36 0.14 0.5 0.03 2.5 1 0.01 0.6 3.0
2i; 18.7~ 35.90 5.47 0.11 o.h 0.02 -- 14 u 0.5 1.1
~ 18..62 ':~.901 5.54 0..12 0.5 0.01 1 7 29 u 0.6 3.9
7t; 18.1)9 11).90 I) . i; 0.12 0.7 0.0l 2.1 li9 0.02 0..3 4.6
100 16.17 it;. 90 5.48 0.13 u 0.03 1.3 99 0.C1 u 5.6
12~ 16..28 11)..663 1)..12 0.25 1.5 0.02 2.2
150 15.23 35.571 5.26 0.36 3.4 0.06 24
200 13.78 35.392 5.24 0.52 5.7 0.03 3.2
300 12.56 35.212 5.42 0.66 11.9 0.02 3.8
400 11.77 35.061 5.45 0.74 10.9 0.02 4.0
500 11.15 35.000 5.47 0.84 12.0 0.03 4.7
599 10.16 3h.815 5.44 0.99 15.4 0.01 5.7
699 9.10 34.718 5.32 1.17 18.4 0.01 6.8
799 8.01 34.578 5.03 1.40 21.4 0.02 10.9
8QQ 6.56 3l.h8h h.68 1..72 10..li 0.01 19.9
999 5.06 34.420 4.56 2.00 31.5 0.01 34.3
977 5.24 3li.419 4.49 1.98 3l.2 0.01 32.0
1177 3.92 34.484 3.76 2.28 36.2 u 59.4
1177 1..h2 1li.s69 1.li2 2.18 15..9 0.01 77 .5
1677 2.97 34.684 3.46 2.39 36.0 0.01 92.9
1977 2.45 34.710 3.85 2.26 32.9 0.01 93.8
lllE lD)'lU C lElr lr A 'J A
u. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 135 LAT. 200 02' S PRI MARY PROD. .06 9 C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 79° 50' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4773 M RADIATION 195 g.eal. Ie m.2day 
DATE 8-VI-6,3 TIME 1101 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND 10SN STD. TOW 2.1 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00
p-gA/1.
DEPTH
ml'/I. ¡.OA/1. ¡.OA/ I. ¡.OA/1. ¡.O/1. ¡.OC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
i 22.72 1~ .00 4.93 O.O~ u 0.04 3.5 1 0.02 1.4 4.4
25 22.70 34.991 5.04 0.06 0.3 0.04 3.9 14 u 1.1 3.2
Q) 22.72 31).007 I) .04 0.05 0.4 0.02 3.7 28 u 1.2 4.0
74 22.71 35.059 5.04 0.04 0.2 0.03 3'.5 46 0.02 0.7 4.0
99 22.73 35.208 4.98 0.03 0.2 0.02 3.2 91 0.05 u 4.4
124 21.25 35.531 4.94 0.13 0.6 0.10 3.9
149 19.94 35.571 4.30 0.28 3.1 0.02 5.2
199 18.50 35.775 4.85 0.18 0.9 0.02 2 9
298 14.90 35.573 4.88 0.44 5.6 0.01 3.8
397 12.22 35.199 5.24 0.63 9.6 0.(1 3.7
l.97 10..8 3l..927 ~. 3~ 0.84 1I.6 0.02 4.9
596 9.19 34.740 5.32 1.09 16.3 0.02 6.6
695 7.62 34.584 4.64 1..5 26.0 0.01 16.5
794 6.39 34.553 3.44 2.05 32.9 0.01 43.5
894 5.51 34.577 2.83 2.31 34.0 0.01 63.0
993 5.14 34.628 2.60 2.45 32.0 0.03 77 .4
1192 4.4!) 34.673 2.i)6 2.47 33.4 u 90.1
lllE 10 1I C lE1O 10 A 'l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 136
CRUISE NO. 2












PRI MARY PROD. .28 g C Im2/doy
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
RADIATION 259 o.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 3.9 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N .NOz-N SiO..Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. fLgA/1. fLOA/i. f-gA/i. fLOA/1. fLO/1' fLgC/l/d fLgC/l'd.
1 23.86 34.601 5.21 0.16 0.2 0.06 3.3 1 0.09 4.3 4.5
25 23.89 34.593 5.27 0.17 0.1 0.05 3.7 14 0.10 5.9 21.4
50 23.92 34.593 5.48 0.16 u 0.01 ": ') 28 0.11 3.7 25.0
75 2h.07 34. ,~, ~.17 0.1, 0.1 0.0i; " () li7 0.13 3.2 28.9
100 23.61 34.91 4.98 0.26 2.0 0.33 4.6 94 0.10 0.5 6.5
125 22.00 35.303 4.90 0.22 0.5 0.28 Li ()
150 21.03 35.473 4.85 0.24 1.8 0.04 3.5
200 19.37 35.625 4.80 0.39 5.2 0.05 ') ?
299 15.84 35.653 4.82 0.46 5.2 0.04 3.7
399 12.12 35.157 5.21 0.75 12.5 0.05 4.6
499 10.26 34.887 5.50 1.00 16.9 0.03 5.6
599 8.68 34.682 4.88 1.34 23.6 0.03 10 q
699 6.73 34.547 3.94 1.93 28.8 0.08 31. 2
798 5.95 34.627 2.64 2.39 33.8 0.04 62.9
898 5.47 34.674 2.27 2.52 35.4 0.03 77 q
998 5.00 34.677 2.31 2.57 34.1 0.03 85.7
989 5.10 34.678 2.37 2.55 36.5 0.09 Qt, ?
118 4.50 34.703 2.34 2.54 37.9 0.34 qi: 7
1386 3.86 34.710 2.62 2.55 37.0 0.04 100 ":
1686 3.13 34.731 3.01 2.52 35.9 0.03 106.7
1986 2.56 34.742 3.31 2. '51 32.8 0.02 113.2
lR lE JD 1U (( lE JD JD A 'l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. iL0 Wl, S




PRIMARY PROD. .15 g C Im2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
RADIATION 313 g.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 2.9 ml.m.2
STATION NO. 117
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DA T E 10-VII-63
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03 - N ~02-N Si03Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' fLgA/i. fLgA/i. ¡.gA/I. fLgA/1. fLg/1. fL9C/L/d fL gC/l.d.
1 2li.17 ,li.770 ';.20 0_08 0.2 0..05 3.3 1 0.08 I., 7.h
2l 24.18 34.758 4.92 0.11 0.1) O..Oli 2.9 13 0.08 1..2 12..9
48 24.19 34.758 5.44 0.09 0.1 0.03 i 7 27 0.04 2..4 11.1
72 24.17 34.758 5.11 0.10 u 0.01 3.4 42 0.08 2.8 13.0
Q6 2l.16 34.781 5.16 0.09 0.1 0..01 3.2 81 0.0r; 0..1) 11.3
120 22.29 11).27li h 61) 0-lQ 1.2 0..33 4.7
1111 20 .hQ 1i)..1tíli 4.11 0.h6 6.h 0.02 6.6
192 16.97 35.492 3.92 0.i:9 9.1 0..01 a ?
288 iL.31 35.407 4.41 0.67 10.5 0..02 7.6
384 11.54 35.073 5.26 0.79 10.9 u 4.7
481 9.37 34.772 5.07 1.14 18.7 0.02 8 0
578 7.79 34.6iL 4.41 1.60 25.7 0.03 9.9
675 6.70 34.653 2.70 2.26 34.1 0.02 53.0
772 6.12 34.677 2.33 2.43 40.7 0.02 70.4
869 5.70 34.708 2.09 2.1)1) ,7.3 0.02 R1 ?
967 5.26 34.702 2.16 2.64 40.3 0.03 a1 R
1162 4.60 34.719 2.32 2.60 hI) .1 0.03 97.S
1131) 4.65 34.706 2.2.3 2.58 38.8 0.0.3 aR á
1333 .3.98 34.708 2.49 2.44 44.0 0.02 ll5 9
1630 3.13 34.7.31 2.9h 2.hl) 4';.3 0.02 llO.4
1926 2.62 34.717 3.22 2 . r;8 tl.8 0.02 104.9







PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
LAT. 110 28' S




PRI MARY PROD. .28 g C /mz/doy
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
RADIATION 268 g.cal.cm.2day
ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 3.7 ml.m.Z
BRUUN
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N Si O"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./I. fJ9A/1. fJOA/ I. fJOA/i. fJO All. fJO I i. fJ9C/l.d. fJ9C/l./d.
1 26.31 34.678 4.99 0.18 0.4 0.02 3.8 1 0.13 5.5 29.7
2~ 26. i2 ih.670 ~.Oi 0.26 o.h 0.02 3.8 13 0.12 6.1 9.6
Jiq 26. î2 îh&66~ h.9î 0.18 O.i 0.01 4.2 26 - ~. ;' 2h.h
7h 26. '10 ih.670 1).09 0.19 O. '3 0.02 6. 0 19 0.07 1:.0 21) .2
99 20.73 35.124 3.27 0.84 10.6 1.1J.L 9.7 78 0.08 1.1 24.6
124 18.85 35.127 2.59 1.17 15.4 0.04 16. 6.
148 17.36 35.104 2.25 1.29 19.2 0.04 18.9
198 . 1l.2" 1h.92h 2.oh 1.60 24.0 0.03 2ñ.2
297 11.66 34.927 2.38 1.70 26.7 0.03 30 0
':97 9.91 14.81)1 2 .9li 1.72 26.2 0.03 27 0
h97 8 . "1 ih.706 2.71 1.1)9 2h.7 o.oh 3R 8
596 7.66 34.715 2.15 2.26 37.1 0.03 54.R
696 7.00 34.709 2.04 2.42 34.4 0.02 63 0
796 6.35 34.707 1.87 2.59 36.3 0.02 75.3
896 5.76 34.696 1.94 2.60 38.6 0.02 S'h S' .
995 5.24 34.704 1.98 2.55 26.0 0.02 ao 'í
1195 4.59 34.704 2.20 2.63 31.3 0.01 a¡; ¡; .
lllE IDY(l CD lE lI lI A 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 139 LAT. 08° 37' s PRIMARY PROD. .12 9 C /m2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 79° 34' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4975 M RADIATION 2ll g.cal.cmYday
DATE 12-VII-63 TIME 0901 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL 2.9
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si O"Si ,. Chi. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/i. ¡;gA/i. ¡;gA/ i. ¡igA/i. ¡;g A/I. ¡;g/1. ¡;gC/l/d ¡;gC/l.d.
1 26057 34.554 5.03 0.11 0.2 0.02 3.8 1 0.08 1.4 20.1
2': 26.48 34.549 5.16 0.12 0.4 0.01 4 2 13 0.17 1).2 11).1)
46 26.76 34.546 5.26 0.11 u 0.04 LL 1 26 0.06 2.1 20.6
69 20.93 34.704 3.02 0.89 13 .4 0.47 15.0 ':9 O.O~ 0..8 3.2
92 18.10 34.750 2.32 1.29 18.9 0.08 21 .0 78 0.14 u 17.7
ii~ 17,':2 ':6a128 2.22 1a':2 17.9 0.0': 17 ?
i':8 16.07 35.097 2.49 1.32 19.2 0.09 19.2
186 14.49 31).134 2.61 1.40 20.5 0.02 1 a 0
282 11.94 35.016 2.66 1.55 2005 0.03 22 2
380 10.34 34.910 2..39 1.83 21.0 0.03 27.8
479 9.10 34.808 2.69 1.95 28.5 0.02 ,') 1
579 8.09 34.791 1.87 2.34 32.1 0.01 53 1
678 7 .34 34.780 1.74 2.M 32.8 0.01 64.R
719 6.80 34.768 1.7Ò 2052 34.9 0.01 72.4
879 6.11 34.708 1.87 2.~~ 34.2 U PoLL "
979 5.80 34.738 1.83 2.59 35.6 0.03 RR ,
1179 5.26 34.787 1.87 2.60 - 0.02 at. Po
iæ IE 11 1U (( IE 11 11 A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 140 LAT. O~o ~3' S PRI MARY PROD. .11 9 C ImZ/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 790 57' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 5020 M RADIATION 207 g.cal.lcm.2day
DATE 13-VII-63 TIME 1105 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW 4.1 ml.lm.Z
02 P04 - P N03- N NOz-N Si O"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/i' fLOA/1. fLQA/1. jLOA/1. fLOA/1. fLO/I. fLOC/LId fLgC/l.d.
1 27.97 34.582 4.78 0.14 0.8 0.01 2.7 1 0.03 2.9 12.7
25 28.07 34.610 4.75 0.17 u 0.01 2 6 11 0.06 1.8 8.6
49 28.07 34.662 5.00 0.14 0.3 u ? 7 22 o .oli 0.1 8.9
74 2l.33 35.214' 3.34 0.73 11.9 0.r;9 7 2 3r; O.LL 1..1 7.1
99 21.17 35.184 2.30 1.15 19.9 0.10 1 1 () 69 0.29 2.2 7.7
123 18..90 3r;.08li 1..78 1.':9 ':O.h O.Oli 16 .1
148 i 7.ll 35.159 2.15 1.37 30.6 0.04 16':
197 14.77 35.109 2.22 1.48 30.3 0..02 1 q c;
296 11.78 34.969 2.22 1.72 38.6 0.02 25 0
395 11.22 34.898 2.66 1.76 40.4 0.02 ?h ()
h9~ 8.89 3li.813 2.27 2.0li 3~.9 0.02 ':R 7
593 8.03 34.813 1.79 2.39 40.3 u c;': ?
693 7.2l 3li.796 1.55 2.62 h1.6 0.01 69.4
793 6.57 34.788 1.53 2.64 38.6 0.01 78.9
892 6.01 34.780 1.64 2.68 44.0 0.01 Ac; lL
992 5.63 34.791 1.78 2.70 41.3 0.04 Q1 i,
980 5.58 34.782 1.68 2.66 19.8 O.oli R7 ':
1177 4.78 34.769 1.93 2.69 44.2 0.04 oS.7
1375 4.19 34.787 2.20 2.66 48.8 0.04 104,9
1673 3.22 34.778 2.69 2.64 40.4 0.04 107 6
1972 2.60 34.768 3.06 2.54 48.5 0.03 113 2
~lE~UJ(QlE~ ~A'JA














10SN STD. TOW 3.8
9 C ImZ/daySTATION NO. 14
CRUISE NO. 2
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 1l-VII~3
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO~Si . ChI. a INSITU CI4 Cf4-1000fe
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/L/d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28.53 34.793 4.82 0.16 0.3 0.01 2.5 1 0.01 2.2 12.8
2"5 28.51 34.793 4.69 0.16 0.2 u 2.5 1l 0.02 2.6 12.0
li9 28.1'5 ':l.. nh h.70 0.16 u 0.01 2.7 27 0.03 1.9 7.9
74 24 .25 35.224 3.38 0.64 9.7 0.59 h h 43 0.04 1.0 10.7
08 21.51 35.092 2.05 1.10 19.0 0.04 114 86 0.10 0.1 0.8
1?~ i9_il, ':e: _HO i -88 1.':6 2': A 1 OAOh 1 'i 1
ih7 1'5.9î 34.94i 1.58 1.62 26.3 0.04 16.6
196 1'.01 34.896 1.64 1.79 31.0 0.03 ?Q 4
295 11.44 35.00 2.00 1.78 34.6 0.02 24 .1
':9': 10.06 'l.912 1.98 1.98 î2.i; 0.02 30.0
1192 9.27 'l.896 1.88 2.1i) 31.6 0.03 38.0
590 8.59 34.924 1.67 2.38 43.0 0.01 so 0
690 8.B 34.946 1.42 2.50 44.6 0.01 'iA h
788 7.46 34.928 1.41 2.58 39.9 0.02 66. (,
887 7.13 34.948 1.30 2.65 38.i; 0.02 7': h
986 6.46 34.899 1.36 2.70 40.0 0.01 A? h
1181, i:.19 ':11.817 1.76 2.69 hO.li 0.02 as 7
llIE lQ 1U (C IE lQ lQ A 'l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 14
CRUISE NO. 2












PRI MARY PROD. .lD g C /m2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.07
RADIATION 342 o.cal.cm.2day
ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 3.9 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si O~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. fLOA/1' fLOA/1. flO A/I. fLOA/1. fLO/1. fLOC/LId fLOC/LId.
1 29.02 34.929 4.54 0.1. 0.3 0.02 2.5 1 0.01 2..6 3.8
24 28..92 34.523 4.59 0.16 0.5 0.02 2 7 14 0.02 2.0 5.4
48 28.88 34.630 5.38 0.16 u u ': (\ 28 0.02 2.1 4.0
72 28.73 34.804 4.87 0.14 u 0.01 3.0 47 0.02 1.2 4..8
97 21.9L 35.271 3.25 0..99 15..7 0.06 1 n Q 9li 0.10 0.1 6.1
121 15.9" 3., .139 1."2 1..63 28.0 0.02 21.8
145 15..20 35.146 1.74 1.66 27.1 0.0:: 21.7
193 13.71 35.152 2.03 1.58 26.4 0.12 20.7
289 12.02 35.073 1.87 1.79 27.1 0.02 2Li 1
386 11.10 35.033 2.05 1.83 31.7 0.03 25.6
li82 9.98 1l.978 2 02 2 00 31.7 0.01 32 2
577 9.43 35..00 1.50 2.31 32.7 0.02 41. :3
672 8.44 35.016 1.05 2."7 37.4 0.06 'iQ ?
766 8.03 34.998 1.02 2..62 24.7 0.05 62.4
862 7.47 34.988. 1.04 2.67 34..8 0.06 71 n
958 6.55 34.945 1.23 2..70 38.0 0.07 85.3
960 6.54 34.929 1.24 2..63 35.8 0.14 86.0
1160 5.76 34.920 1.46 2.69 37.7 0.09 94.8
1359 4.83 34..861 1.79 2.64 35..2 0.06 101 2
1658 3.45 34.806 2.52 2.57 31.5 0.09 108 6
1958 2.64 34.775 2.97 2.47 39.3 0.07 --
II 1&)D 1U (' 1&)D )D A 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 1l1 LAT. 010 54' N PRI MARY PROD. .12 9 C Im2/day
CRUISE NO. 2 LONG. 79° 52' E EXT. COEFF. (k) O.OS'
VESSEL R/V ANTON 8 RUUN DEPTH 4188 M RADIATION 300 Q.cal./cmYday
DATE 16-VII-63 TIME ll10 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW 4.7 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. fLgA/I. fLgA/1. fLOA/1. fLgA/1' fLg/1. fLOC/LId fLOC/LId.
1 28.81 34.338 4.98 O.LL 0.2 0.15 2.6 1 u 1.2 ~.1
23 28.66 34.301 4.93 O.ll 0.3 0.06 2. ') 14 u 1.9 5.3
47 28.69 34.3ll 5.02 0.12 0.4 0.01 ? 'i 28 0-01 2.11 6.~
70 26.20 35.124 3.84 0.48 4.4 0.79 ? Q ),7 0.01 O-Q 7.2
94 22.39 35.164 2.41 1.19 17.5 0.07 11 0 99 0.10 - 2.6
ll7 18.04 35.166 1.79 1.52 21.0 0.04 17 7
140 16.69 35.161 1.90 1.63 24.4 0.02 19.0
187 13.91 35.038 1.28 2.10 27.4 0.01 2aO
281 11.99 35.080 2.30 1.78 23.7 0.02 23 5
374 ll.31 35.073 2.08 1.93 22.0 0.01 27. ')
468 10.37 35.057 1.47 2.28 11.7 0.02 ,0 ,
562 9.46 35.022 1.33 2.39 32.'5 0.02 4')4
659 8.77 35.000 1.39 2.53 35.1 0.02 54.4
757 8.27 35.021 1.11 2.62 29.0 0.02 63.3
855 7.56 34.992 1.19 2.70 32. i; o.en 74. ?
953 6.79 34.961 1.20 2.73 31.9 -- 83 3
iii;2 '5.62 34.913 1.68 2.70 12.0 o 08 96.6
~ 1& 11 1l ~ 1& lI 1I.A ir .A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
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02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/I. fL~A/I. fL~A/i. fL~A/i. fL~A/1. fL~/1. fL~C/l.d. fL~C/l.d.
1 28.06 34.324 4.98 0.13 0.7 0.03 1. 9 1 0.05 12.9 32.4
21) 27.93 34.317 4.70 o . Jl 0.6 0.03 2.2 9 0.04 10.5 33.3
1)0 28.01) 3l.393 h.61) 0.12 o.h o.oh 1 7 18 0406 7.2 28.li
71) 27 .h8 3l.991) 3.99 0.31 2.3 0.6L 3.7 ~o 0.12 241 21).6
100 22.79 34.797 1.40 1.29 28.9 0.14 lO: Q 61 O.LL 0.6 7.2
121) 19.35 34.893 0.77 1.70 35.7 0.05 ?O 'i
iso 17.38 35.00 0.78 1.83 37.9 0.06 23.2
200 14.71 35.102 1.09 1.85 37.9 0.07 2'5 2
299 ll.73 35.097 1.16 2.10 43.1 0.05 10.7
~99 10.91 35.083 1..6 2.10 46.2 0.06 12.'i
1199 9.97
-:~ 071 LO~ ?.~R ii~ .Ii 0_02 Li 1 1
599 9.12 35.042 0.91 2.58 46.7 0.03 'i1 'i
699 8.62 35.038 0.91 2.61 57.0 0.05 hl n
798 8.15 35.023 0.75 2.68 52.4 0.03 66.4
898 7.44 34.992 0.84 2.64 1)2 .3 o .Jl 7'i . 'i
998 6.71 ~h.9C;9 1.09 2.70 50.4 0.01 83.9
ll95 5.64 34.913 1.40 2.68 54.7 0.05 Q? Q
1392 4.67 34.881 1.75 2.72 52.6 0.03 98.4
169h 3.27 34.826 2.1)8 2.60 1)1.0 0.03 119.6
1992 2.63 34.796 2.81 2.57 50.6 0.03 121.1
2492 2.08 34.767 3.14 2.51 48.4 0.01 1 o: o: Li
2993 1.65 34.748 3.42 2.45 46.0 u 139.8
':li92 1.l.8 34.746 ':.1)8 2.33 h6.8 0410 173.9
4091 1.44 34.735 3.84 2.35 48.5 0.03 17li.8
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC i
908 23 V 63 0735 17°41 IN 700231E 29.9
909 1510 iye 37 'N 70028'E 31. 2
910 1800 iye 35 IN 70031'E 30.6
911 1900 17°26IN 700291E 31.4
912 2000 17°16IN 70026'E 31.4
913 2100 17° 041N 70023'E 31.2
914 2300 16°49'N 70° 191E 30.6
915 24 V 63 0000 16°38'N 70016'E 30.4
916 0100 16° 27'N 70° 14 i E 30.5
917 0200 16° 16'N . 700 II i E 30.6
918 0500 15°431N 70° 03' E 30.8
919 1255 15°40'N 70° 08 i E 30.9
920 1800 15°32'N 700091E 31.5
921 1900 15°211N 70° 10lE 30.9
922 2000 15°ll'N 70010lE 30.3
923 2100 15°01 'N 700091E 29.9
924 2300 14°471N 70° 08 i E 30.5
925 2400 14 ° 36 'N 70° 08 i E 30.1
926 25 V 63 0100 14°26'N 70° 07' E 30.4
927 0200 14° 151N 70°07 IE 30.5
928 0300 14°05'N 70006'E 30.1
929 0400 13° 541N 700051E 30.2
930 0505 13°44IN 70° 05 i E 30.6
931 1310 13°51IN 70007'E 30.5
932 1800 13°LiR IN 7 ()o 06 II? ?O ?
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE Tl ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OCI
933 25 V 63 1900 13° 37'N 700()')IF. ?q ')
934 2000 l,:O?fiIN 7000~'l? ?O ')
935 2100 1,:° 1') IN 7()OO':'J¡ ?P. f.
936 2300 13°02'N 70°01 IE 29.5
937 26 V 63 0000 12°51'N 70000lE 29.3
938 0100 12°40'N 69°591E 29.1
939 0200 12°30'N 69° 58 IE 29.2
940 0300 12° 191N 69° 57' E 29.0
941 0400 12° 08 IN 69°561E 29.0
942 0500 ii057'N 69° 55 i E 29.6
943 1420 12° 00 IN 69°551E 29'.8
944 1800 12°01 IN 69° 55 IE 29.7
945 1900 II ° 50'N 69°56'E 28.5
946 2000 II ° 39'N 69° 56' E 29.0
947 2105 II ° 28 i N 69°561E 29.5
948 2300 iio13IN 69°561E 29.7
949 27 V 63 0000 II °Ol'N 69°56'E 29.8
950 0100 io050lN 69° 57 'E 29.7
951 0200 10° 381N 69° 57 'E 29.7
952 0300 100271N 69° 58 i E 29.9
953 0400 10015'N 69° 58 i E 29.9
954 0635 09° 54'N 700061E 29.3
955 1315 09°461N 700061E 29.8
956 2000 09° 37' N 70°001 E 29.1
a57 ? 1 00 OOO?f. 1M f)qo')qlF, ?q 1
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE PO_SITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
958 27 V 63 2300 09° lOIN 69°581E 29.4
959 28 V 63 0001 08° 581N 69°56'E 29.3
960 0100 08°47'N 69°561E 29.2
961 0200 08° 361N 69°55'E 29.4
962 0300 08 ° 25 i N 69°54'E 29.3
963 0400 08° 141N 69°531E 29.4
964 1215 08° 09'N 70002'E 29.7
965 1700 07°58IN 69°551E 29.4
966 1800 07°461N 69°55 IE 29.3
967 1900 07° 341N .69°56IE 28.8
968 2000 07°22'N 69°561E 28.6
2100 17° lOIN 69°57'E 28.5
970 2300 06° 52 'N 69°57 IE 28.5
971 2400 06°401N 69°581E 28.1
972 29 V 63 0100 06 ° 29 i N 69°58'E 28.8
973 0200 06°181N 69°59'E 29.0
974 0300 06°061N 69°591E 28.1
975 0400 05° 541N 70000lE 28.9
976 1215 05°481N 700031E 29.2
977 1700 05°431N 69°591E 29.2
978 1800 05°321N 700011E 28.7
979 1905 05° 2lN 70002'E 28.6
980 2000 05° lOIN 70002'E 28.4
981 2100 04° 581N 700011E 28.5
982 2300 04°41 IN 69°591E 28.5




NO. ZONE TI ME TEMP.un. LONG. ( °C)
983 29 V 63 2400 04 ° 28 'N 69°591E 27.8
984 30 V 63 0100 04° 15 'N 69° 58 I E 29.1
985 0200 04°021N ~0581E 29.1
986 0300 03°50'N °571E 28.5
987 0400 03°37'. =G057'E 28.5
988 1230 03°33'N 69°55'E 29.3
989 1702 03° 32'N 69°50'E 28.4
990 1800 03°22'N 69°51'E 28.1
991 1900 03°ii'N 69°51'E 28.2
992 2000 02°59'N 69°52'E 29.1
993 2100 02°47 IN 69°541E 29.1
994 2300 02°30'N 69°56'E 29.1
995 31 V 63 0000 02°19'N 69°57'E 28.9
996 0100 02°091N 69° 58' E 28.2
997 0200 01°58'N 69°59'E 28.0
998 0300 01°481N 70°01 'E 29.0
999 0400 01°37'N 70002'E 28.9
1000 ll05 01°301N 70°01 IE 29.2
1001 1700 01°0S'N 700091E 28.6
1002 1900 00°41 'N 700151E 28.2
1003 2000 00° 30lN 70017'E 29.0
1004 2100 00017 IN 70020lE 29.0
1005 2300 00° 00 IN 70° 25 IE 28.3
1006 1 VI 63 0000 00° 12 i S 70° 27 IE 28.2
1007 0100 00° 23 ' S 70° 30'E 29.1
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC i
1008 1 VI 63 0200 00° 35 i 8 70033'E 29.1
1009 0300 00°47'8 70° 35' E 28.2
1010 0400 00° 59' 8 700371E 28.4
loll 1405 OP08' 8 71 °03' E 29.1
1012 2000 01 ° 08 ' 8 71 °07'E 29.0
1013 2100 01°1218 7 1 ° 07 ' E 28.9
1014 2300 01°2918 700571E 28.3
1015 2400 01 ° 371 8 70°51 'E 28.2
1016 2 VI 63 0100 01 ° 45 i 8 70046'E 27.5
1017 0200 01°53'8 . 70040lE 28.7
1018 0300 02°01 18 70° 35'E 28.0
1019 0400 02°09' 8 700291E 28.2
1020 1400 02°22'8 700261E 29.0
1021 1800 02°2918 700201 E 28.7
1022 1900 02°3818 70° 15 IE 28.9
1023 2000 02047' 8 700081E 27.9
1024 2100 02° 56' 8 70°01 'E 29.0
1025 2300 03°08' 8 69°511E 28.6
1026 3 VI 63 0000 03°1218 69°44'E 28.8
1027 0100 03°26'8 69°38' E 28.5
1028 0215 03° 38' 8 69° 30'E 28.5
1029 0300 03°46' 8 69° 28 ' E 27.9
1030 0400 03°5718 69°26'E 28.9
1031 1100 04022' 8 69°251E 28.9
1032 1300 04° 301 8 69°28'E 29.0
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. ( °ci
1033 3 VI 63 1400 04°4318 69° 30'E 29.0
1034 1500 04°53'8 69° 32 i E 28.8
1035 1600 05°04' 8 69°351E 28.2
1036 1700 05 ° 14' 8 69°37 'E 28.2
1037 1800 05 ° 24 18 69°39'E 28.8
1038 1910 05 ° 35 ' 8 69°431E 28.6
1039 2000 05°43'8 69°45'E 28.5
1040 2100 05 ° 531 8 69°481E 28.6
1041 2300 06006' 8 69°51 'E 28.7
1042 2400 06°1518 69°54'E 28.5
1043 4 VI 63 0100 06 ° 24 ' 8 69°58'E 28.4
1044 0200 06° 31' 8 7 0° 04 ' E 28.3
1045 0300 06 ° 37 ' 8 70012'E 27.8
1046 1815 06°49'8 70°05' E 28.2
1047 5 VI 63 1815 06 ° 5 2 ' 8 69°26'E 28.4
1048 1920 06°57'8 69° 291E 28.2
1049 2000 or 04 i 8 69° 31 i E 27.5
1050 2100 07 ° 14 ' 8 69° 34 i E 27.5
1051 2300 07 ° 32 18 69° 391E 25.0
1052 6 VI 63 0000 07°42'8 69°42'E 27.9
1053 0100 07°5218 69°45 'E 27.7
1054 0200 08°01' 8 69°47 'E 27.7
1055 0300 08°1118 69°50'E 25.9
1056 0400 08 ° 21 ' 8 69°53'E 26.0
1057 1120 08°35'8 69° 54 i E 27.2
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC i
1058 6 VI 63 1700 08 ° 5 0 ' S 69°59'E 27.3
1059 1800 08 ° 5 9 i S 70° 00 i E 27.7
1060 1900 09° 07 ' S 70°01 'E 27.6
1061 2000 09° 16' S 70002'E 27.3
1062 2100 09° 25' S 70003'E 27.7
1063 2300 09° 37' S 700041E 27.0
1064 7 VI 63 0100 09°59'S 70006'E 27.2
1065 0300 10019'S 70°07 'E 26.7
1066 0500 10038'S 70°09' E 27.0
1067 0710 10° 57' S 70° 10'E 26.8
1068 1410 iiolO'S 700031E 26.9
1069 1700 ii ° 23 ' S 70°01 'E 26.4
1070 1800 ii ° 34 i S 70001'E 26.5
1071 1905 ii0441s 70002'E 26.3
1072 2000 ii ° 54 ' S 700011E 26.4
1073 2100 12°03'S 70002'E 26.4
1074 2300 12°18'S 69°571E 26.1
1075 8 VI 63 0000 12°29'S 69°53'E 26.2
1076 0100 12°41's 69° 48 ' E 25.9
1077 0200 12°491S 69°51 'E 25.0
1078 0300 12° 57' S 69°521E 26.1
1079 0400 13°07 i S 69°561E 25.9
1080 0500 13°16'S 69° 561 E 25.8
1081 1035 13° 14' S 69°531E 25.7
1082 1505 13°20'S 69°59'E 25.5
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE I POSITION SURF.DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.NO. I
LAT. LONG. ( °Cl
1083 8 VI 63 1600 13°28IS 70000'E 25.5
1084 1800 13°45'S 70000'E 25.4
1085 1900 13° 55 i S 70001'E 25.3
1086 2000 14 ° 04' S 700011E 25.2
1087 2160 14°14's 70°01 'E 25.1
1088 2300 14 ° 26 i S 70°00' E 25.5
1089 9 VI 63 0100 14 ° 46' S 70°00' E 25.5
1090 0315 15°06'S 69°59'E 24.4
1091 0400 15°13'S 70000'E 24.0
1092 1300 I 15 ° 24' S 69°56'E 25.5
1093 1700 15 ° 32 i S 69°59'E 25.4
1094 1800 15°41'S 70°00' E 25.6
1095 1900 15 ° 52 ' S 70000lE 25.3
1096 2000 16°03'S 69°59'E 24.9
1097 2100 16°051S 70001'E 24.7
1098
! 2305 16°17'S 70°01 'E 25.3
1099 10 VI 631 0001 16°26'S 70001'E 25.3
iioo I 0100 16° 37' S 70000'E 25.0
iiOl 0200 16°49' 8 70000lE 25.0
ii02 0300 16°59'8 70°01 'E 25.1
ii03 0400 ir09'8 70004'E 24.9
ii04 : 1200 1 r 18' S 700061E 25.3
ii05 1700 ir 3018 70° 06 i E 24.8
ii06 I 1800 ir41' 8 70006'E 24.7
ii07 I 1900 ir49' 8 70006'E 24.7
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC 1
1108 10 VI 63 2000 18°00'S 70° 05 ' E 24.0
1109 2100 18° 11' S 70005'E 24.0
ll10 2300 18°26'S 70° 02 'E 24.7
llll II VI 63 0000 18°371 S 70000'E 24.9
ll12 0100 18°49' S 69°58'E 24.4
lll3 0200 18°591S 69° 58'E 24.1
lll4 0307 19° 11' S 69°581E 24.0
ll15 0400 19° 20' S 69°56'E 24.0
ll16 1230 19° 31' S 69° 51' E 24.4
lll7 1700 19°321S 69°411E 24.5
ll18 2100 19° 32 i S 68°501E 25.0
lll9 12 VI 63 2100 19° 31' S 68°51'E 25.5
ll20 13 VI 63 2100 19° 27 i 8 58° 51'E 25.8
ll21 18 VI 63 1800 20°01' S 57°52'E 24.5
ll22 1900 20°02' S 58°02'E 24.8
ll23 2000 20°04' S 58°121E 24.0
ll24 2100 20° 06' S 58°22'E 23.3
ll25 2200 20° 07 ' S 58031' E 24.3
ll26 2300 20°08' S 58°41' E 24.3
ll27 19 VI 63 0001 20010lS 58°51 IE 22.0
ll28 0100 20° II ' S 59° 00' E 22.8
ll29 0200 20° 13 i S 59° II IE 23.0
1130 0300 20° 14' S 59°21'E 23.0
ll31 0400 20°16'8 59° 31' E 24.0
ll32 0500 20° 17 i S 59°40'E 24.3
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CHUlSE 2
SLIDE
DATE ZONE TI ME
POS I TION SURF.
NO. TEMP.LAT. LONG. ( .Cl
ll33 19 VI 63 0600 20° 19' S 59°50'E 23.8
ll34 0700 20020'S 60° 00' E 24.1
ll35 0800 20022'S 60010'E 24 4
ll36 0900 20° 23 IS 60020'E 24.4
ll37 1000 20025'S 60030'E 24.4
ll38 1100 20° 27 's 60040lE 24.6
1140 1200 20° 28 ' S 60050lE 23.5
ll41 1300 20° 29' S 61° 00 ' E 23.5
ll42 1400 20° 31' S 61°101E 24.0
ll43 1500 20° 32 IS 61 ° 20'E 23.7
ll44 1600 20° 33' S 61° 30' E 24.3
ll45 1700 20034's 61°40'E 24.0
ll46 1800 20° 36 ' S 61°49'E 22.7
1147 1900 20° 37' S 61°59'E 23.2
1148 2000 20° 38 ' S 62°081E 22.5
1149 2100 20° 39' S 62° 18 i E 22.7
1150 2300 20°42' S 62° 36 i E 22.5
1151 20 VI 63 0100 20°451 S 62°56'E 22.4
1152 0300 20049'S 63°16'E 22.5
1153 0500 20° 52' S 63° 35' E 23.4
1154 0700 20056'S 63°53'E 23.1
1155 0905 21°001S 64 ° 14' E 23.0
1156 1105 21°031S 64° 32' E 23.0
1157 1300 21 ° 06 i S 64°521E 22 8
1158 1400 21 ° 07 i S 65°041E 23.0
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.L.AT. L.ONG. (OC i
1159 20 VI 63 1500 21°0918 65°161E 23.4
1160 1600 21°1018 65°271E 23.3
1161 1700 21°1218 65 ° 38' E 23.3
1162 1800 21 ° 14 i 8 65 ° 48 i E 22.5
1163 24 VI 63 2100 21 ° 20 18 65°521E 22.3
1164 25 VI 63 1030 21°4018 67°061E 23.8
1165 1700 22°0218 6r 351E 23.7
1166 1800 22° 101 8 67°421E 23.7
1167 1900 22°19'8 67°501E 22.8
1168 2020 22°31 18 68°001E 22.5
1169 2100 22° 37' 8 68°041 E 22.7
1170 2300 22° 50 18 68 161 E 22.6
1171 2400 22°5918 68° 24' E 22.8
1172 26 VI 63 0100 23°07 18 68° 321E 22.5
1173 0200 23°1618 68039' E 22.0
1174 0300 23° 25 i 8 68°461E 21. 2
1175 0400 23° 33 i 8 68 ° 54 i E 21. 0
1176 1035 23°4718 69°04'E 22.5
1177 1600 24 ° 07 i 8 69°13IE 22.8
1178 1800 24 ° 30 18 69°181E 22.7
1179 1900 24°4018 69°22'E 22.2
1180 2100 25 ° 01 ' 8 69°30'E 22.5
1181 2300 25°1818 69° 37' E 22.0
1182 27 VI 63 0000 25°3018 69°421E 22.0
1183 0100 25 ° 54 i 8 69°51dE 22.3
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CHUlSE 2
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.L.AT. L.ONG. (OCI
1184 27 VI 63 0200 2')°')4' S 6q°,)11F, 21 ?
1185 0300 26°0518 69°56'E 21.4
1186 0400 26°1718 70000'E 21.4
1187 1300 26°3318 70013IE 21.4
1188 1700 26°4418 70° 10'E 21.5
1189 1800 26°5618 700091E 20.5
1190 1920 27°0818 700071E 20.0
1191 2000 27 ° 15 i 8 70° 06 i E 20.5
1192 2300 27° 3618 700021E 20.7
1193 28 VI 63 0100 27°4918 70002'E 20.7
1194 0300 28°0318 700021E 20.7
1195 1700 28°3618 69°56'E 19.9
1196 1900 28 ° 52 i 8 69°561E 18.4
1197 2000 29°0218 69°57'E 17.7
1198 2100 29°1018 69°571E 17.0
1199 2300 29°2818 69°581E 17 .0
1200 2400 29°3818 69°58'E 16.5
1201 29 VI 63 0100 29°48'8 69°591E 18.9
1202 0200 29° 57' 8 69°59'E 18.8
1203 0300 30° 08 i 8 69°59'E 18.2
1204 0400 30° 18 i 8 70000'E 17.5
1205 1245 30° 34 i 8 69°521E 17.2
1206 1700 30° 45' 8 69°521E 16.6
1207 1800 30° 55 i 8 69°521E 16.8
1208 1900 31 ° 06 i 8 69°52'E 17.1
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC i
1209 29 VI 63 2000 31°17'5 69° 5 2' E 16.5
1210 2100 31 ° 28 15 69°521E 16.5
1211 2300 31°45'5 69°52'E 16.5
1212 2359 31 ° 56 i 5 69°52'E 16.0
1213 30 VI 63 0100 32°08'5 69°53'E 16.5
1214 0205 32°19'5 69053' E 16.5
1215 0300 32029'5 69°531E 16.9
1216 0400 32°41'5 69°53'E 16.4
1217 1315 32°52'5 69°511E 16.7
1218 1700 33° 02 i 5 . 69°52'E 16.6
1219 1800 33012' 5 69°53'E 16.6
1220 1900 3302215 69°54'E 15.6
1221 2000 33° 32' 5 69°55'E 15.8
1222 2100 33°4215 69°56'E 15.6
1223 2300 33° 58' 5 69°57'E 15.9
1224 2400 34 ° 09' 5 69°581E 15.9
1225 1 VII 63 0100 34°20'5 69°591E 15.0
1226 0200 34 ° 31' 5 70000'E 15.3
1227 0300 34°42' 5 700011E 15.4
1228 0400 34 ° 53 ' 5 70002'E 15.2
1229 1345 35 ° 08 ' 5 69° 5 6 ' E 15.0
1230 1700 35°1615 700011E 15.5
1231 1800 35°26'5 70° 02 ' E 15.0
1232 1900 35 ° 37' 5 70002'E 15.1
1233 2100 35°57'5 700031E 13.9
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE
ZONE TI ME POSITION SURF.NO. DATE TEMP.LAT, LONG. (OCI
1234 1 VII 63 2300 36°1515 70°04' E 14.0
1235 2400 36° 25' 5 70005'E 14.4
1236 2 VII 63 0100 36°35'5 70006'E 13.9
1237 0200 36°4615 70006'E 13.8
1238 0300 36 ° 54' 5 700071E 13.5
1239 0400 37°03'5 70° 07 i E 13.7
1240 1700 3r 101 5 70° 13' E 13.8
1241 1900 36 ° 54 i 5 700341E 14.0
1242 2100 36°5015 70°46 'E 13.8
1243 3 VII 63 0100 36° 21' 5 71 ° 25 i E 13.9
1244 0300 36°07' 5 71 °44'E 14.3
1244A 0500 35 ° 531 5 72°03'E 14.5
1245 0700 35 ° 3'9 i 5 72°22'E 14.4
1246 1000 35 ° 17 ' 5 72°51 'E 14.5
1247 1400 35°0015 73° 15 ' E 14.5
1248 1505 34 ° 5 1 ' 5 73°26'E 15.5
1249 1700 34 ° 37 ' 5 73°46'E 15.4
1250 1900 34 ° 21' 5 74° 06 ' E 14.5
1251 2100 34 ° 06 ' 5 74°261E 15.0
1252 2300 33°59'5 74 °43' E 14.0
1253 4 VII 63 0100 33°43' 5 75°04'E 14.2
1254 0300 33°28'5 75 ° 24 ' E 15.3
1255 0500 33°1215 75°451 E 15.0
1256 0700 32°5715 76° 06 ' E 15.0
1257 0900 32°4115 76°27'E 15.6
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
1258 4 VII 63 1100 32° 26' S 76°48' E 16.0
1259 1330 32°061 S 77°13'E 15.7
1260 1500 31°54'S 77°291E 17.3
1261 1700 31 ° 38' S 77°49'E 17.6
1262 1900 31°23'S 78°09'E 17.7
1263 2100 31° 08 i S 78° 28 ' E 17.9
1264 2300 30056'S 78°411E 17.8
1265 5 VII 63 0100 30041' S 79°01 IE 17.5
1266 0300 30° 27' S 79°18'E 16.8
1267 1245 300121S 79°39'E 18.4
1268 1700 30° 08 i S 79°44'E 18.3
1269 1800 29°56'S 79°45'E 18.6
1270 1900 29°46' S 79°461E 18.3
1271 2000 29° 35'S 79°47 'E 18.0
1272 2100 29°241 S 79°481E 18.0
1273 2300 29° 07' S 79°501E 17.8
1274 2400 28 ° 56 i S 79°52'E 18.0
1275 6 VII 63 0100 28°441S 79°53'E 18.2
1276 0200 28°331S 79°55'E 18.2
1277 0300 28°21' S 79°56'E 18.4
1278 0400 28°091 S 79°57'E 18.5
1279 1245 2r3lS 800091E 18.5
1280 1500 27 ° 23 i S 80012'E 19.2
1281 1600 2r 13 i S 80012'E 19.8
1282 1700 nOO?lq ROO1?1¡; ?() ()




NO. ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
1283 6 VII 63 1900 26° 39' S 80011IE 20.0
1284 2000 26°28'S 80° 11 ' E 20.2
1285 2050 26°19'S 80010'E 19.5
1286 2300 25 ° 5 9 ' S 80° 08 i E 19.8
1287 2400 25°481 S 80° 07' E 19.9
1288 7 VII 63 0100 25°36'S 80° 06 ' E 19.5
1289 0200 25 ° 22 ' S 80°05' E 19.8
1290 0300 25 ° 10 ' S 800041E 20.0
1291 0400 24 ° 57'S 80°03' E 20.0
1292 0500 24°431S 80° 02' E 19.7
1293 0600 I 24°32'S 80001'E 19.8
1294 0700 24°201S 80°00' E 19.8
1295 0800 I 24°0'9' S 79° 5 9 i E 20.0
1296 0900 23° 58' S 79°59'E 20.5
1297 1000 23°461s 79°58'E 20.9
1298 1100 23°34's 79°57'E 21. 1
1299 1200 23°21 IS 79°561E 22.2
1300 1300 23°10'S 79° 56' E 22.4
1301 1400 22°571S 79°56'E 22.4
1302 1500 22°46' S 79°561E 22.4
1303 1600 22° 35 i S 79°56'E 22.5
1304 1700 22°231S 79°561E 22.0
1305 1800 22°11IS 79°56'E 22,4
1306 1900 22°00'S 79°55'E 22.2
1307 2000 21°49'S 79° 55'E 22.2
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC 1
1308 7 VII 63 2100 21 ° 38' 8 79°551E 22.1
1309 2300 21 ° 22 i 8 79°54'E 22.4
1310 2400 21 ° 11' 8 79054 i E 22.3
1311 8 VII 63 0100 21°00'8 79°54'E 22.3
1312 0200 20°4818 79° 54 i E 22.4
1313 0300 20° 35 i 8 79°551E 22.6
1314 0400 20° 33 i 8 79°551E 22.2
1315 1100 20°02'8 79°501E 22.8
1316 1500 20°0518 79°521E 22.7
1317 1600 19°5318 79°52'E
1318 1700 19°43'8 79°521E 22.7
1319 1800 19°32'8 79°521E 22.9
1320 1900 19°21'8 79°52'E 23.0
1321 2050 19° 01' 8 79°52'E 23.7
1322 2300 18°39'8 79°531E 23.5
1323 9 VII 63 0001 18°28' 8 79°53'E 23.3
1324 0100 18° 17' 8 79053' E 23.5
1325 0200 18°06'8 79°53'E 23.7
1326 0300 17°56'8 79°531E 24.0
1327 0400 17°4618 79°53'E 23.5
1328 0500 17 ° 36' 8 79°53'E 23.5
1329 0600 1r26'S 79°53'E 23.5
1330 1300 17°131S 79°531E 23.9
1331 1700 1r 16' S 79° 50 ' E 23.8
1332 1800 V0021S 79° 50'E 23.5
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. ( °Cl
1333 9 VII 63 1900 16°47' S 79°50'E 23.5
1334 2000 16°33'8 79°491 E 23.6
1335 2100 16°18'S 79°49'E 24. i
1336 2300 16°03's 79°501E 23.3
1337 10 VII 63 0001 15 ° 5 1 ' S 79°491E 23.4
1338 0100 15°39'S 79°50'E 23.4
1339 0200 15°27'S 79°521E 23.4
1340 0300 15 ° 14' S 79°54'E 23.4
1341 0400 15°02'S 79°56'E 23. i
1342 0500 14°50'S 79°57'E 23.4
1343 1100 14°45' S 79° 44' E 23.8
1344 1500 14°49' S 79° 48' E 23.5
1345 1600 14 ° 37 i S 79° 48 i E 23.5
1346 1700 14 ° 26 ' S 79°48'E 23.2
1347 1800 14 ° 15 ' S 79° 48' E 24.0
1348 1900 14 ° 03 ' S 79°481E 23.2
1349 2000 13°52'S 79°48'E 23.5
1350 2100 13°40' S 79° 48 i E 24.2
1351 2300 13°29'S 79°50'E 24.5
1352 2400 13°17's 79°50'E 24.6
1353 11 VII 63 0100 13°06'S 79°501E 24.4
1354 0200 12°54's 79°50'E 24.3
1355 0300 12°43's 79°51 'E 24.3
1356 0400 12°32'S 79°51 IE 24.0
1357 0500 12° 22's 79°52'E 23.9
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (eC I
1358 11 VII 6 0600 12.o11IS 79.o521E 25.5
1359 0700 12.000' S 79.o531E 25.7
1360 0800 11.o50'S 79.054' E 25.8
1361 0900 11.0 391 S 79.o54'E 25.8
1362 1300 ii .0 31 i S 79.051 IE 25.8
1363 1400 ii.o241s 79.o51'E 25.8
1364 1500 ii.o13'S 79.0 50'E 25.9
1365 1600 ii.o03'S 79.o50lE 25.9
1366 1700 10.o52'S 79.o491E 25.9
1367 1800 10.o41'S 79.o491E 26. .5
1368 1900 10.0 301 S 79.o491E 25.8
1369 2000 10.o19'S 79.o481E 26.1
1370 2100 10.o091S 79.o48'E 25.8
1371 2300 09.0491 S 79.o47'E 26.0
1372 12 VII 63 0001 09.0 38' S 79.o46'E I 26.1
1373 0200 09.o16'S 79.045 'E 26.2
1374 0300 09.006' S 79.0 45 I E 26.0
1375 0400 08.o55'S 79.o44'E 25.8
1376 1415 08.0 35 ' S 79.0 37 IE 26.5
1377 1510 08.0 26 IS 79.o35'E 26.8
1378 1600 08 .0 17 ' S 79.o361E 27.1
1378A 1700 08.o07'S 79.o371E 27.2
1379 1800 07.o56'S 79.o39'E 26.8
1380 1900 07.04618 79.040' E 25.2
1381 2000 or 34 ' S 79.o41'E 27.4
R/Y ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
SLIDE
DATE ZONE TI ME POSITION SURF.NO. TEMP.
LAT. LONG. ( eei
1382 12 VII 63 2100 07.0 24 ' S 79.o421E 27.6
1383 2300 07.oii'S 79.o46'E 27.6
1384 2400 or oi i 8 79.047 IE 27.6
1385 13 VII 63 0100 06.o51'S 79.048 i E 27.4
1386 0200 06.0 4 l' S 79.o50'E 27.6
1387 0300 06.o30lS 79.o51'E 27.2
1388 0400 06.0 20' S 79.o521E 27.0
1389 0500 06009' S 79.o54'E 27.4
1390 0600 05.0 59' S 79.o55'E 27.5
1391 1220 05.o53'S 79.0 581E 28.0
1392 1500 05.o46's 80.oOO'E i 28.1
1393 1600 05.0 35 i S 80.oOOIE 28.0
1394 I 1700 05.0241 S 80.oOl'E 28.2
1395 i 1800 050 13 ' S 80.oOl'E 28.2
1396 1900 05.002' S 80.001 'E 28.3
1397 I 2000 04.o52'S 80.001 'E 28.2
1398 j 2100 ,04.041'8 80.o021E 27.8
1399 I 2200 04.0 35 i S 80.o02'E 27.5
1400 I 2300 04.023' 8 80.0021 E 27.8
1401 2400 04.o121S 80.o021E 27.5
1402 14 VII 63 0100 04.001' S 80.o021E 27.9
1403 I 0200 03.o511S I 80.o021E 28.3
1404 0300 03.040' S 80.o03'E 28.3
1405 0400 03.o29'S 80.o031E 28.1
1406 0945 03.o13'S 80.0 02 I E 28.5
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.L.AT. L.ONG. (OC)
1407 14 VII 63 1500 03009' 8 80007'E 28.4
1408 1600 02°5818 80°07 IE 28.8
1409 1700 02°47' 8 80°07' E 28.8
1410 1800 02° 36' 8 80°07 'E 28.8
1411 1900 02° 25 i 8 800071E 29.0
1412 2000 02° 14' 8 80°07 IE 29.0
2100 02°03' 8 80°07 IE 2
141 2300 01°45'8 80008'E 29.0
141 0001 01°34'8 80008'E 28.4
0100 01 ° 25 i ù I vv"08'E 28 .7 -
0200 01 ° 15 i 8
tl°OO8'E
28.5
1418 0300 01 °06' 8 OO091E 28.6
1419 0400 00055 i 8 80009'E 28.8
1420 1030 00° 33 ' 8 80°07 'E 28.9
1421 1700 00018 i 8 800011E 29.2
1422 1800 00°0818 80000lE 29.1
1423 1900 000031N 79°59'E 29.1
1424 2020 00016'N 79° 58' E 29.1
1425 2055 00° 22'N 79°58'E 28.9
1426 2300 00° 39 'N 79°561E 28.7
1427 2400 00049'N 79°551E 28.3
1428 16 VII 63 0100 00059'N 79°54'E 28.7
1429 0200 01°021N 79°531E 27.5
1430 0300 01°181N 79°521E 28.5
1431 0400 01 ° 28 IN 79°51 IE 28.5
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 2
SLI DE POSITION SUFI'.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.
L.AT, L.ONG. (OC)
1432 16 VII 63 1115 79"531E
1433 1500 01047'N 79°45 IE
1434 1600 01058'N 79°47'E
1435 1700 02°08 IN 79°481E
1436 1800 02°19'N 79°49'E
1437 1900 02° 30'N 79° 51 ' E
1438 2000 02°40'N 79°521E
2100 02° 51 'N 79°53'E
2300 03°081N 79°55'E
VII 63 0001 03° 13 'N 79°56'E
1442 0100 03°23'N 79°57'E
1443 0200 03° 35 'N 79°58'E
1444 0300 03"4"5 N 80000'E
1445 0400 03°561N 80002'E
1446 1015 04°17'N 80008'E
1447 1810 04° 33'N 80° 05 IE
1448 1900 04°41 'N 800051E 28.4
1449 2000 04.° 51 'N 80005 IE 28.5
1450 2100 05°01 IN 80005'E 28.4
1451 2300 05019'N 80004'E 28.4
1452 0000 05° 3lN 80004'E 28.2
KEY T 0 ABBREVIATIONS
IOSN:











Indian Ocean Standard Net
113 cm diameter
0.33 mm mesh aperture
75 cm diameter
0.064 mm mesh aperture (No. 25 mesh)
Be multiple plankton sampler
70.7 cm by 70.7 cm (square opening)
0.333 mm mesh aperture (No. 3 mesh)
1 meter diameter




Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center
D. S. National Museum
Washington, D. C.
Indian Ocean Biological Center
Ernakulam
Cochin, India
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
D. S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Honolulu, Hawaii
BlOLOGl CA L LOG R/Y ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENT
COLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIllELAT. LONG. (M) (Ml GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 23-V-63 106 17°37GB 70027 W E 2820 V 0-200 0925-0935 iesN 522 IOBC
V 0-200 0907 -020 75M5 523 sesc
Q 0-125 1055-1215 Be..) 524 sesc
Q 125..250 1055-1215 Be-) 525 SOSC
Q 250-500 1055-1215 Be..3 526 sose
Q 50100 10)0-125 Be-) 527 SOSC
Plann 23..V -63 lo6 17oo4GN 70023wE Q 0..29 211-219 M.. 528 POFI
H -surface 2109-2140 M-o 529 POFl
5.30
Planton 24-v -63 107 15°40wN 70007 l E 2500 V 0..200 1237-1245 rOSN 536 IOBC
Q 0..125 ..35 Be-3 531 sasc
Q 125-250 ..35 Be..) 532 sese
Q 250-50 ..35 Be..) 533 soe
Q 50..100 0805-1015 Be.. .3 534 sese
Plankn 24..v-6) l07A 15°011 N 700091E Q 0..(.20 2ll-2125 M-O 538 POFI
(Surface sample in three jars. H-surfaoe 2108-2129 M.. 539 POFI
discarded 2lqts. of ostracod) 540
54
Plankton 25-v-63 108 1)o501N 700071 E 3710 V 0..200 0740-050 IOSN 543 lOBe
v 0-200 0720-0737 75M5 544 sese
Q 0-125 O845..ll Be-3 545 sase
BjOLOGl CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN i CRU15E 2
COLLECTION POSITION
BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL
DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME CURRENT
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 25-v i:.. I 108 1.3OS0lN 70007'E Q 125-250 ~"I.. _"I'1'1n Be-) 546 sasc"T.
Q 250-500 _"I.. ____ Be-,; 547 sese....
Q 0-100 _,,"''' --- Be-,; 548 sesc-, -'"
Q 100-200 -"--."1"' nn Be-) . 549 sesc
"''' ,. It" 10BA .lJ"-C ' .N ru"u-,'l! H-stace -2155 M-o 550 POFIi
Q 0-2.35 M-o 551 POPL
PL - .i" ,. L_ ~ V;¡-;;:.'E 4300 v ca.. 0100 lOON 552.u -"y' 11
V 0-200 ca" 0100 7SM~ 55.3 I sooe
Q 0-125 ---- ---- Be- .3 554 . sase
Q ., ft.. "'".'" ---- - --- Be- .3 555 sase
Q ..:,"" "."" ---- .,-- Be-) sase
Q..."".,~ -",,'" .,-- Be-,; 551 sase.""""
Q 1oo-200 0812..ll00 Be-) 558 sese
Plaon 26-v -63 109A II °28N 69056'E Q 0-20 2121-2124 M-o 559 POFI
H-surf'aoe 2120-2147 M-o 560 POFI
Planon 27-v-63 iiO 0~46vN 70006'E 4500 V 0.200 0735-0747 lOON 561 IOBe
v 0-200 1430.1450 75M~ 562 sese
Q 0-250 0905- Be-,; 563 sase
Q 250-50 0905- Be-3 56 sose
Q 0.200 0815-1215 Be-) 565 sose
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R./V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJSE -2
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLING SAMP_ LABEL CURRENT
CO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TI MELAT. LONG_ (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankto: 27-V-63 110A 09°261 N 69059'E H-surface 2103-2129 M-Q 56 POFI
Q 0-50 211-2125 M-Q 567 POFl
Plankon 28-v-63 II OaoQ9'N 70002'E 4590 V 0-200 ,.L.... ,.LR_", lOON 568 lOBC
V 0-20 ~;'.A ",;,..", 7 5M5 569 SooC...
Q 0-90 Be-3 510 sooc
Q 0-125 ",0",," ""r'A Be-3 571 sooc
Q ",Ar' .,~n_ nO.... An.L'" Be-) 572 sæe-ø -_ ,-
Q ~~n._i: An _"" A_,"_ Be-3 573 sese. ..., ..,
. ",0, fl L", ll VI 'VO' N 0'7 ':;I E Q 0-40 ?i,'" "''''''' M-o 574 POFl¡¡v-v -U;)
tt '"
-- -- -i~? M-o 575 POFI.,
fln '0 i/.. il _oJA' "'h_ 4040 V 0-200 nI~,'" _1,,,_ lOON 576 lOBe"'.1 .. -..; v~ '-V - ¿. I'" v.;-"" ..
V 0-200 "LAn "-_ 75M5 577 sooe
Q 250-500 075Q-5 &-3 578 sosc
Q 500-100 0715-040 Be-3 579 sosc
Q 100-200 0650-1025 Be-3 $80 SOSC
Planton 29-V-63 112A 04°58lN 70001 S E H-surface 2103-2l0 M-D 581 POFI
Q 0-90 2115-2131 M-D 582 POFI
Plankton )0-v-63 113 03033'N 69054' E 3850 V 0-200 0554-09 lOON 583 1000
V 0-200 0535-0550 75M5 584 sooc
Q 0-125 07 35-05 Be-3 $85 sooc
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/Y ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJS£ 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP, LABEL
COLLECTION OATE STA, DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TI ME
CURRENT
LAT, LONG, 1M) 1M) GEAR NO. CUSTOD¥
Plankton 30-V -6) 113 03033'N 69°54' E Q 125-250 0735-0905 Be-3 586 sase
Q 250-500 0735-u0,5 Be-) 581 sase
Q 1000-200 060-100,5 Be-) 588 sase
Plankton 30-v-63 ll3A 02°46'N 69054'E H-3urface 2102-2135 M-o 589 POFI
Q 0-50 2llJ-2130 M-o 590 POFI
Plankon 31-V-63 ll Ol°-r'H 70°01 U E ui;O V 0-200 -"" - -,-- iasH 591 lOBe"'~
V 0-200 0528-oS45 75M~ 592 sase
Q 0..125 ro, r' ..01.", Be-) 59.3 sase. . ..
Q 0-250 iI'1'1 r' ",01'", Be-) 594 sase., .. '..'
Q 0-500 n''1 '" ..0' "" Be-) 595 sosc., .ø' --~..-
Q50-1O 0655-05 Be..) 596 sosc
Q 10000 065-0930 Be- .3 597 sase
Plann 31-V -6,3 ii 01OJ6'H 70020'E H-eurac 2101-219 M- 598 POFI
Q 0-50 M-o 60 POFI
Planton i-vi-6,3 ii5 01007'S 7100'E 3310 V 0-200 0555-12 iasN 599 lOBe
V 0-200 0530-550 75M5 60 sase
Q 500-10 0705..90 Be-3 602 sose
Q 0-250 0940- Be-3 603 sose
Q 250-500 0940- Be-3 604 sase
Plankton i-VI-63 ii5A oioio's 7100'E H-3urface- 2015- M-o 605 POFI
Q 0-80 2019-2050 M-o 60 PO
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB ELCOLLECTION OATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME CURRENT
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 2-VI ..3 116 02°23'8 70024 v E 4875 V 0-200 ~_.-", "6,,.- lOSN 6f IOBC" ....
V 0-200 "'"'" "",¡ " 75115 60 SOSCvi'i "'i&.v
Q 0-250 .."",. ii?(\ Be-3 609 sose
Q 250-500 no.,i:._" ?n Be-3 610 SOSC
Q 500-100 0905- Be-3 611 SOSC
Q 100..200 082$- Be-) 612 SOSC
Plankon 2-vi..3 116A 02°57'5 70000 IE H-sur.faoe ....,.'" ",."",¡J M-Q 61) POFI
Q 0-50 ...,,- ".."'" M-o 6lh POFI.-
Plankton .3-VI..3 117 04°22'5 69° 241E 3475 V 0-20 ~~i " ~_'"_ lOSN 619 IOBC"
V 0-200 ....,.,. .,.,.,w' 75M5 620 sosc
~SO f''7?f'..n-: Be-) 615 sose
Q 250.500 nv "" ftn"'" Be..) 616 sose'" -
Q 500-100 nVJnn ""i:FF Be-) 611 sose
Q 100200 rd."''' ",0",,, Be-) 61 sosc'- -,
Planon 3-VI..3 117A OS05418 69047'E Q 0-(50 ?1 ?, ..?i J,n M-Q 62 POFl
H-sur.face 2120-2 M- 622 POFI
- 4-vi..3 liB 06048 i s 70007' E 3745 V 0-200 145015 rooN 62) IOBCrL
V 0.200 1520..1555 75M, 624 sose
Q 0-125 0735-05 B8-3 628 sose
Q 125-250 0735..915 Be-3 62 sosc
F Q 250.500 0735-0 Be-) 6)0 sose
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. 1M) 1M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 4-vi..,3 ll 06°481 S 70007IE Q 0-100 0710-o93S Be-) 631 sese
Q 100-200 0635- Be-) 6)2 sese
Platon 4-vi..,3 11A 06°3113 70009cE H-surface 2105- M-o 62.5 POFI
( Thermclie at 4. 1J) Q 0-30 2ll2- M-o 626 POFI
Plankton 6-VI-63 U9A 09~6l 3 7(00)fE H-surf'ace ....1... "''''' M-o 633 PaFI
10"1 _ y_ ø'~ 120
-)365 V 0-200 "!n",,, "!ft""" IOS
::~
,
.,. .. ._~ '(VU;:' l\ ._.
Q 0-12S nnlJ'" ,,~ Be-)
Q "''''' '''''A' nl\w'w' i '1 ~ Be-)
Q AI,o", w'",,, nnw',, "l"l_ Be-) 6)6 sese., , ",
_ .. ø''' e n ..
...
't ... 2103- 11-0 631 POFIPl ""'11'-''' .i ui.o '/UU;ií.l
( Thermoclie 60 M) Q 0-10 "'...,'" ft.. ",I. M-o 638-
Plankton 8..VI..3 121 130J- 3 69~1 l E 3745 V 0-200 næ:",,, nJ!"''' lOO 64 lOBO., '-
V 0-200 0615-035 75M.5 64 sese
Q 0-15 0720..734 15M 639 sese
Q 0-2.50 0720-34 75M3 640 sese
Planon 8-vi..3 L2ll 140Jls 70002lE H..face 210131 M. 64 POFl
\lermoclie 60 M) Q 0-.5 2ll0-213 M.. 64 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRU J SE 2
COLLECTION POSITION BOTTOM
SAMPLING
DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME SAMP. LAB EL CURRENT
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 9-Vi-63 122 15025' S 69058' E 41 V 0-200 069..0 lOSN 64 lOBO
V 0-200 064-02 75M5 646 sose
Q 0-12; 0810-930 Be-) 647 sose
Q 12;-2;0 0810-930 Be-) 61 sose
Q 2;0-500 06J.30 Be-) 649 sose
Q 500-10 0740-5; Be-) 650 soe
Q 100..200 0715-102; Be-3 65i sose
Planton (Thermoclie 70 M) 9-vi-63 122A 16° 08tS 70002t E Q 0-70 "',,' ~ .."..,r M-o 6;2 POFI~
H""'Wace 2137 -2210 M-o 653 POFI
nanton lOVI-63 123 17° 181s 70°0;' E 4023 V 0-20 ..l'"' _L.."" IOSN 6Sl IOBe
V 0-200 0;;5-1; 1?M~ 6;; soe
Q 0-;0 0755- Be-; 6;6 sose
Q 50-100 073;- Be-) 657 sose
Q 1oo-200 0700-0915 Be-) 658 sose
Plankton (Thermlie 80 M) lo-vi-63 12)A 18012'S 70004lE Q 0-5 2124-2 M-o 659 POFI
H""urface 2ll9-214 M-o 66 POn
Plankon LL-VI-63 124 1?030'S 6?05i' E 316 V 0- 0621-030 lOSN 66 lOBO
V 0- 0558-019 75'5 66 sose
Q 0-125 0750-910 Be-3 66 sose
Q 125-2;0 07509l Be-3 665 sre
Q 25050 0750-910 Be-3 66 sose
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJSE .2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP, LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION 'DATE STI\. DEPTH DE PTr¡ ZONE TIMELAT. LONG, (1.) (M) GEAR NO, CUSTODY
Plon ii-vi-63 l2 19030t S 69°511 E 3200 Q ,",, .. "''' 07':o.9'.tZ Be-3 667 sese
Q 100-200 0703- Be-) 668 sese
Q 0-125 ,,0.... ..01.0 Be-) 663 sase
Plan .... .. ", ': 124A J.)" , ;:i:' ì: 68°461 E H-surface ,)1,)1_"1 i:, M-D 669 POFI-..
,"''' 90 Q 0-75 ')1 '.f'')1 i:') M-D 670 POFI
Planon ..n .. L:~ ~ J.)" , ;:U' ì: O;:-,U' E H-surfaoe ')i1nu?1 '.i: M-D 671 POFI
.. ,"''' indefnite" Q 0-,0 ?,i i:..?i ~ M-o 672 POFI
isotherm to about 50 M )
Planon ..",,, 90 M) i' - £. £: ..'" " 58°511 E Q 0-5 ",..An ".."JA M-o !iH-surface ?, i i:..'n 1,(' M-o.., "'-..1 .. ,¡.. 2l021tS 'ft- "M ~ ?ii ')..'n 1,')Planon b5 '521 E M-D
_.
100 M) Q 0-6 "1,1 "",,"" M- 671 PO
.,i:_lT .~': 125 -
-
'.?m V 0-200 "',¡,,'" "L.. '" IOS 678 IOBePlaon i: -l.U'¡j 01 vv
V 0-2 ",.-."" "',¡""'" 7SMs1 679 -i
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BjOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUjSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION OATE STA. OEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEARLAT. LONG. (M) (M) NO. CUSTODY
Plankton 26-VI-63 126 23°4713 690051E Q 0-125 0749..908 Be-3 686 sase
Q 125-250 0749..908 Be-3 687 sase
Q 250..500 0749..908 Be-,3 688 sase
Q 500-100 0723..849 Be-) . 689 sase
Planton 26-VI..3 126A 2st0113 69°,30IE Q 0- 2118-21l M.. 690 POFI
H-surface 2110-2145 M.. 691 POFI
Plankon (Thermocline 80 M) 27 -vi..,3 127 26"".3413 70012IE 2780 V 0-200 0705-020 iasN 692 roBe
V 0-200 0650-000 7 t55 69'. sase
Q 0-125 08 )0-1005 Be-) 694 sooc
Q 125-250 08 .30-1005 Be-) 695 sase
Q 250-500 0830-1005 Be-3 696 sase
Q 50010 0812- Be-) 69 sase
Q 10-200 0740- Be-) 698 sase
Plankton 27-VI-6) b.ær A 27°2)' 3 70004'E H-surace 2105-21.30 M- 699 POFI
( Thermocline 70 M) Q 0-65 2ll0-2124 M.. 700 POFI
P1.kton 28..VI-6) 128 28°.3)1 s 69°56' E 3640 V 0..20 0840..58 iasN 701 roBe
Q 0..125 090 ..921 75M3 702 sase
Q 0..250 090 ..921 75M 70) sase
Plankon 28..VI-63 1L28A 29011'S 69°57'E H-surface 2ioli..21 'l M.. 70" POFI
(Thermocline 130 M) Q 0-125 2i. ..2130 M.. 70i; POFI
I I
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) 1M) GEAR NO CUSTODY
Plankton 29-vi..3 129 30°34'3 69°.55tE 3740 V 0-200 r:0C15 iasN 706 IOBC
V 0-200 0635..55 7.55 707 sasc
Q 0-125 ",ClnCl "",.1.," Be-) 708 sasc
Q ..".. ,.,."" ",0",,, ",,,I'- Be-) 709 sasc. -.' ,..
Q "'.... .."''' ..OAO """"I '" Be-) 710 S06C-  .. ,."
Q :;'" .."" ..0",1. ..",,,I. Be-) 7ll sasc
Q 10C200 0738- Be-) 712 sasc
Plankton 29-VI..) 129A )10281S u:; :Ji:-.i H-sur.faee 2l~Q M-o 713 POFI
(Thermoclie 110 M) Q 0-95 ?iil,_?i-:f' M-o 714 POFI
Plank 30-vi-6) 1)0 32°521 s 69052tE 3931 V 0-200 .. A.... ..1.._ lOO 721 lOBe
3931 v 0-200 "'/A'" "',.... 7 5M, 715 sase-.-.. -.,
Q 0-125 ""0..,, ",,,,J,, Be-) 716 soei-ir...
Q 125-250 0832-u5O Be-) 717 sase
Q 250-50 0832-0950 Be-) 718 S06C
Q 100-200 07.3-1055 Be-) 720 sase
Planton 30-VI-63 130A 33°42' S 69056'E H-surf'ace 2ii.5-2140 M-o 722 POFI
(Thermocline 120 M, contaned ona Q 0-105 2120-2138 M-o 723 POFI
pyrosoma. vol. about 3/4 gal.. -
20" long, 8_10N diam., saved Bmal
piece onJ:. Surf.. temp.. 15..4°e.)
Planton 1-vii..3 131 35°09tS 69059lE 4233 V 0-200 0745-u55 iasN 724 lOBe
V 0-200 0721-0741 75M5 725 sase
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUISE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE PTH ZONE TI MELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
P1ankton i-VII-63 131 35°09'5 69059'E Q 0-250 0900-0945 Be-3 726 sase
Q 250-500 n,"""" """I."" Be-) 721 sose
Q 100-200 ~"~,, ~ ~-- Be-) 128 sose.-'.




- temp "ij~9OC~) W? - ?i n¡(..~?i ~n M-o 730 .POFI
?_'U...': 132 "T" J. ' ;; JU'JJU'.l 3949 V 0-200 -.,"'" "''"'%'" lOSN 1 .1000
V ,,£','; øh.Lr'n 732 sose'~ i (~.i,
Q 0-125 ""I ,J ",,,i '" Be-3 733 sosew,ø
Q q "'r' """,, "t' r' __I _ Be-3 734 sose
Q 250-.5 0845-040 Be..3 735 sose
Q .5-100 0820.100 Be.. .3 736 sose
Q 100-200 0750-1030 Be-) 737 sose
Plakton 2-vii-6) 132A 36°52' s 70039'E Q 0-5 1937 -1950 M-o 739 POFI
H-aur£ace 1940-2010 M-o 740 POFI
P1anton 3-VII-63 132e 3400 IS 74026'E H-aur£ace 21062136 M-o 743 POFI
(Thermoclie 70 M.. suface teIn. Q 0. 2U6-2130 H-o 744 POFI
15°0..1 2 gal. pyosoma - .3 very
large salps)
Plankton 4-vi -63 132D 3100'S 78028lE H-aiirface 2ii5-2136 M-o 745 POFI
(Thermocline 150 H, sur£ace temp.. Q 0-150 2120-2130 H-o 746 POFI
17 ..~e.)
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE PTH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (MI (M) GEAR NO. CUSTO DY
Plankton 5-vii-63 133 30OU'S 79°42' E 3310 V 0-20 069-0705 IOSN 747 IOBe
V 0-200 0717-040 75M5 748 SOSO
Q 0-125 0845-055 Be..3 749 sose
Q 125-250 0845-0955 Be..3 750 sooc
Q 250-500 0845-0955 Be.. 3 751 sooc
Q 500-1000 0820-105 Be-3 752 sooo
Q 100-200 0750-1045 Be-3 753 SOOO
Plaon ( Thermline - 102 M~ 5-vii-63 13.3 2~4's 7~48'E Q 0-100 21l- M-o 754 POFI
::ur:race te. iöuo.) H-surfacEl 2104- M-o 755 POFI
Planon 6-VII-63 l3 27°31'3 80°08' E 3811) V 0-00 072i:-0717 iooN 7r:6 IOBe
V 0-200 0710-020 75M5 751 sooo
Q 0-125 0835-045 Be..3 758 sooe
Q 125-250 0835..45 Be..3 759 sooe
Q 250..50 0835-0945 Be-3 760 sooo
Q 500-lO 0815..105 Be..3 76J sao
Q 100200 0750-1035 Be..3 762 sasoPlato 6-VII-63 134A 27017'S aoo' E H-surace 211-2135 M-o 763 POFI
(Termclie 135M, surf. temp. 200( . ) Q 0..125 2ll5..2134 M-o 764 POFI
Planon (Termlie llOM, surf'. 7-VII-63 34 21037 IS 7~55'E Q 0-85 2ll0..2129 M-o 765 POFI
temp. 22°0.) H-surface 2105-2135 M-o 767 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJSE 2
POSITION BOTTOM SA M P LI NG SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plaon 8-vn-63 1.5 20°02'3 79°50' E 4773 V 0-00 06$615 iasN 766 IOBC
V 0-200 0635..54 75M, 768 sasc
Q 0-125 0810-925 Be- ) 769 sase
Q 0-250 081Q-25 Be-2 770 sase
Q 250-50 0810-0925 Be-) 771 sase
Q 500-100 0755-0945 Be.,) 772 sase
Q 10000 0730-1015 Be-3 773 sase
Plakton 8-vii-6) 13SA 18°59'S 79°53 'E H-surface 2103-21.3 M-o 774 POFI
(Thermocline 82M, surf. tam" 24°e ) Q 0-5 2108-2133 M-o 775 POFI
Plankon 9..vn-6) 13 170i 's 79052'E 49% V 0- 074u-5; iasN 716 IOBe
Q 0..125 0855-100 Be.. 3 777 sae
Q 125-250 0855..10 Be-) 778 sase
Q 250.500 0855-10 Be..) 779 sase
Q 500-100 08301030 Be-3 780 sase
Q 100-200 0805-1050 Be-) 181 sase
Planon (Thrmocline 12 M) 9-vii-6) 13& Q a-u; 2ll0-133 M-o 782 POFI
H-sf'ace 21062l3 M-o 783 POPlan 10..VI-63 137 14°44'3 7~44lE 5303 V 0-00 060-50 IOS 784 IOBe
Q 0-125 0716-30 75M3 786 sase
Q 0-250 0716-30 75M 787 sase
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN i CHUJSE .2
POSITION BOTTOM SAM P LING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plaktn (Thermlie 95 M) 1O..vn-63 137A 13~O.S 79°48 v E Q 0-80 2l-214 M-D 788 POFl
H-eurfae 2il-2il M-D 789 POFl
Plaon n..-63 1.3 1i~8ts 80000tE 3338 V 0-200 .."...'" ""n lOSN 790 IOBe
Q 0-125 ini'" ...."1 7.53 . 791 sose~
Q 0-;0 .."".... .,,,t. 15M 192 sose~.
".. (¡~. .. 80 M) ii_VT-t~ 138A 10°08 v S _..n, n.. Q 0-65 _",0 n..n,. M-Q 793 POFI17 £.V'~ 'I
-- -" -- /- 139 .n.., 4975 V 0-200 _,,,__ _/. I lOSN 797 rOBe."' 00' :H 'ì: D' .;".e
Q 0-125 nL,.,. "''"'''' 7S' 795 sose~-'
Q 0-250 _L"''' "'''''_ 75M 796 sose-,,_ . "'J
Q 0-100 AM",e AM"'I. 1~l3 797 sose.,.~ .-
Planton 12-vii..3 139A 07~4 i S 75)42lE H..urf'ace ~i ~.!)i -:~ M-D 199 POFI---
Q 0-40 ?'iin_~ -:n M-D 800 POFI
Plakt 13-vn-63 llo 05°53'8 19057'E 5020 V 0-200 10)0-1042 lOSN 807 roBe
V 0-200 0150-10 75M25 814 sose
Q 0-125 ,.0..", ",_n Be..3 801 sose
Q 125-250 08102 Be-3 802 sæe
Q 250-500 081O-o9l Be-3 803 sose
Q 50-100 0752-o94S Be-) 80l sose
Q 100-200 0720-1015 Be-3 805 sose
Plan (Thermclie 80-90 M) 13-vi-63 l40A Ol u41 v s 8dJ01'E Q 0-65 2105..212 M-D 815 POFI
H-surface 210)- M. 816 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJ5E 2
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. L A BEL
COLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
CURRENT
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton lk-Vii-63 l4 03°1313 800021E 4879 V 0-200 08,0-0903 lOON 808 lOBe
V 0-200 0830-041 75M~ 809 sose
Q 0-125 75M3 817 sase
Q 0-2,0 75M 818 sose
Q 0..100 --'"~ 75M 819 sQSev ,'' U;l
Planton lk..VII-63 lklA 02°0)'3 80°081 E H-surface ?,nf ",...." M-o 810 POFI';1
(Thermocline 75 M) Q 0..50
~--~ ~-~ M.. 8ll POFI-'"
Plankton 15..VII-6.3 l4 00°33'3 80008 'E 4629 V 0-200 _n' "" ___ lOON 821 lOBe
v 0-200 of?-:-nJI~ 75M; 822 sose-'" .."'
Q 0-12, --,,,- 7 5M3 812 sose, -''' .-






Plankon (Thermoclie 70 M) 15-VI-63 142A 003'N 79°58 1 E Q A___ A.A_ M-o 823 POFI.".
H-surfaoe 210,4- M.. 824 POFl
Plankn 16-vii..,3 143 01°,5IN 790521E la88 V 0..20 1013-1024 lOSM 827 lOBe
V 0-200 0945..1010 75M; 828 sase
Q 0...500 0720-83.5 Be-) 82.5 sose
Q 100-200 06-092.5 Be-) 826 sase
Plankton 16-vrr ..3 143A 02°.51' N 79°.53' E H-sur face 2109..2132 M-o 829 POFI
(Thermcline 90-100 \n Q 0-80 2ll0-2129 830 POFI
